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• HIJC3CFHIC I.Xr.' 7' ' VQFKS OP JH3. HARDY

introduction

That a subject as large as this needs defining -"-J Unit,-
B

js quite evident*  leaders of Hardy know that. Ids rmo spell-i 

li'omy and therefore it would, be qui .e i. possible, in the nj ace 

of this brief essay, to attempt to cove all Lin -th mas, all 

the implications, philosophic and otherwise of tho- I!Wp in 

all the works of this great post and novelist. Hardy 1 

prolific writer’ cvcr more than half « century; eyen in tbs 

poetry he wrote more vcln-incu^l? than many ci our i .... ent nt 

poets*  It will be necessary therefore at the outset to nttemt 

to describe limits to the topic.and subject mamr—— Imits 

.-.hich can reasonably ba expected to be dealt with in a 

satisfactory way within the space of tian and pages devoted to 

this popezr. . - .

The princip.-l air. in find in. urndertakia— this woh i - 
examine at close range the irony of Hardy that mis phij^cuo- 

rhic content*  To do this satisfactorily will necessitate 

firstly, an attempt to arrive at a working definition of irony, 
■■eecndly it will be necessary to examine Hrdy’s phi lose, by 

in a general way, particularly in II yiatt of the influmc . s. 

Then there Mil remain to oe done a thorough. investigation into 

the irony in the Kovels which serves as a medio© for 

Hardy's expression of his pliioso.hic concern to. The novels 

idJll receive moot attention in this stuy. There are so vcrol 

obvious reasons lor this. Hardy published his novels limit; 

it is true that he wss writing poetry also thro. hunt, the novel-*1 * *
writing period but only an oec^s^:ioxu^:l poem was pi^lisied.
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The Hovis, therefore, contain his most important views 

of life from the tio that he began to write till almost his 

sixtieth year. The intention is not to wite a running corner 

tary on every ironic situation in the novels but rather to 

choose various incidents from the novels to illustrate the 

question at hand. The Poems must also be looked into. Whii^a, 

I believe, they do not contain any impootant new Tih^ool^es, they 

are, in the uaan, new ironic situations and therefore 

consideration. However, in view of their nwer, a thorough

going investigation into the irony of the poems must not be 

expected; the reader will understand, therefore, th-.t I rd.;: 11 

be free to range over the volumes of poems and to use those 

which Will throw light on the problem.

* Ho study of'Hardy would be complete without a study of 

The Dynasts; for it is in this epic-drama that the poet lias 

^^31^16(11^ ironic forces and he shows them most 

intimately at work. The Dym-sts is impootant as being a su.uruary 

of his system, which, he shows working with the help of irony. 

It too, I believe, adds something to his earlier speculations 

as revealed in the Hovis and poems.

In all these discussions we must not overlook the art of 

the artist. Hardy has achieved his results because he was a 

great artist. His instrument was the English language, and» 1 I
his playing has not.only elevated him to the heights of the

H tcrarj■ great but has added something to our language. A 

word then about Hardy’s Ar in the Use of Irony would seem 

necessary. •> •
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose then is not a discussion Tor discussion’s sel-e* 

but a careful examining or re-examining of the use made of a feat 

instrument by a great writer with the view of finding ho- ho used 

it to interpret life and its problems to his readers.

- X
J
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. TIT MATURE OF IRONY
In modern usage the word 'irony*  has been bandied about 

rith such freedom that it seems necessary to examine its meaning 
closely in order to see exactly what it does mean. The meaning 
of the word has so expanded from its original rather simple 
meaning that it has given issue to a series of expressions 
which are derivatives of the mother term.

► \
To avoid ambiguity we shall remain close to the inter

pretation of Fowler's Modern English Usage which spys that 
"irony is a form of utterance that postulates a double audience 
consisting of one party that, hearing shall hear and understand 
and another party that, when more is said than meets the ear, is 
aware both of that more and of the outsiders*  incomprehension." 
In shorter terms this word •irony*  has been interpreted by 
Spenser as ’layers of meaning*.  It differs from lying and 
equivocation because in these the teller purposely strives to 
deceive whereas in irony the scheme is to get the nearer to 
understand what we mean by saying something akin to the opposite. 
If I tell my hunting companion who has just missed an easy target 
that he is a fine shot he understands immediately that I am 
not trying to deceive him hut rather that I'm speaking ironically. 
Tiie ironist is removed from Uie situation which he views 
objectively and on which he passes judgment.

■”——————

From th© simple Greek word *eiro*-*  I say* T came Uno 
Periphrastic construction *eironeia* —^.cissimu^3x^:3^because 
the praettce ■of saying one t^ng and meaning another was evidently 

common among the Greeks. It is fr°s this laiter ’word' ’irony’ is 
^rcm its M^est meaning therefore irony means ’spe«cn involving dSssimLgat^ey.’
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THS KATDBE OP IRONY
Leaving aside for the present such side-growths as satire and | 

aardonicism we can distinguish three elementary types of irony': 
verbal, dramatic, philosophic. These differ from one another in 
range j fcaportance and content. Verbal . irony is that’found in 

conversation when something different from what is meant is 
implied; usually some criticism is involved. Dramatic irony, 

as the name signifies is that type found in the conversation 
of the drama; three persons are involved, the speaking actor,J
the listening actor and the audience. One of the actors and 
the audience are the knowing persons and the speech means more 
to them then it does to the unknowing actor. One of the three 
persons is blinded providing two 'layers of meaning’. The > 
third type of irony is usually called Irony of Fate. Tr^ • ic 
Irony. Cosmic Irony.or Philosor• • de Ireny. The latter name 
seems to be more fitting because this type usually involves a 
theory of philosophy. It is the extension of dramatic irony 
to the larger stage of life; the knowing gods ae the audience, 
we are the blindfolded actors. It is the cosmic view of the 
irony of life. The division between Dramatic Irony and 
Philosophic Irony is thin and often depends on our purpose in 
viewing the irony, irony in the drama may be viewed merely 

as a technique of the playwright and then it is purely Dramatic 
Irony but if we view the dramatic set-up as an exposition’s of 
the author’s views of life' through his characters it passes into 

Philosophic Irony. In Scene VI Act I of Macbeth, Duncan 
approaches Macbeth’s castle with the words

'This castle hath a-pleasant seat? the air 
Nimbly and sweetly recommends itself 
Unto our gentle senses.”
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• TPS MATURE OF IRORY
These words are & fine example of Dramatic Irony s ince tne 
audience knows that Duncan is walking to his death; Duncan 

and Banquo are the blindfolded actors. Viewed as a*means  of 
increasing the dramatic effect it is excellent; but tie reader 
or spectator may expand this and see into it Shakespeare*s  >
view of the innocent suffering a horrible nurder and the• *— X
degradation of Lady Macbeth who, a little later in the scene, 
extend her welcome to Duncan. This _is not expanded by 

Shakespeare but we can see that he means it nevertheless. The 
irony has now passed into the Philosophic stage; it now deals 
with attitudes towards the great questions of life, good and 
evil, reward and punishment. The irony has passed from the 
stage of the drama to the larger stage of life.

It will also be noticed that the three types of irony work, 
with one another to produce the general ironic effect. In the 
above example the word “pleasant" has the effect of verbal irony; 
the general effect of the background and the speech as a whole 
shows dramatic irony enhanced by the verbal irony; and when 
the dramatic significance is read into life through the characters 
and their actions, philosophic irony occurs. In dumb show_or 
pure irony of events where conversation has been suppressed, 
verbal irony plays no part.

Dramatic and philosophic irony must be based on conflict; 
irony does not occur without some clash of forces; It reflects the 
checking of man, his striving to work his plan against that of 
the blind immortals; it shows Uhe gulf between what is and 
wnat rnight be. fe must not sake the mistake that; many moderns 

k thinkrng tuat the ^o^c view Is the same as the cynical.
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■ THE NATURE OF IRONY
or disillusioned. The cynical view is nest often expressed by 
satire which is a form of extended irony with a tendency to 
ridicule. If the cynical or disillusioned view is intensified 
it results in sarcasm which is a form of irony " in which 
the speaker is actuated by enmity or scorn".(l)Derisive or 
bitterly sarcastic writing tending to become insincere is termed 
sardonicism. The word * irony* is freely used to co'ver ntall 

these phases and has become a cliche to i 2 3nclude all/ indirect, or 
oblique attack of whatsoever nature. Krutch(2) thinks the 
modern poet uses it wrongly in describing the attitude esulting 
from modern scientific knowledge. This is simply the error of 
thinking that the ironic view is one which the cynical or 
disillusioned view, it subjugates the conflict so necessary in 
irony. Dr. Earle Birney (3) in his chapter on in his

(1) Funk and Wagnails Dictionary vide 'Sarcasm’
(2) Krutch J. W. 'Irony* New York Nation Magazine (H5) 1C23
(3) Birney Earle 'Irony in Chancer* Toronto ld36

admirable work 'Irony in Chaucer* says
"Within the last hundred and fifty years 
the word irony has been so stretched and 
thinned by users of metaphor and of met
aphysical lingo that the fate of the word 
lies now in the restless ocean of popular 
idiom, where many a better one has quietly 
di • owned."

In our use of the word then we shall retain its original inter
pretation of 'layers of meaning’; if such terms as sarcasm, 
sardonicism are used they will be considered not as pure irony but 
as exaggerated genera of the word. We are particularly interested
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. THE HATUBE OP IROKY
in philosophic irony here and in the other types only in so 
far as they modify philosophic irony. This must include or lead 
to a knowledge of the philosophy since it is through
his use of that instrument that he reveals his outlook on life. 
This knowledge as revealed through his use of irony will bring 
us closer to the heart of the author in shorter time than -'ill 
any amount of objective searching into its ehsilarhtyXcr dis

similarity with the thought of the professional philosophers.
Various writers have interpreted a variety of themes on 

philosophic irony. Often this is bound up with the question 
of motive. George Eliot, for example, attributed the whole 
matter to human ignorance saying that "our ignorance makes 
irony out of a situation in itself a link in the logical chain

(1)of cause and effect" With Renan it became involved with
snobbishness and with lliltoryit seemed. to be a stern justice. 
Part of our enquiry into Hardy’s irony will therefore be con
cerned with his motive.

 >,

(1) Quoted by Mrs. Frances I^usse11 in 'Ra^re and tbe

Victorian-jovel* page 157-8
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HARDT'S PH IIP SO PHY

As I have tried to point out irony is an emphasis, usually 

critical on the difference between whut. is and what might have 

been} when the author realizes this difference and points it 

out from exampPes, it necessari-ly involves the author's forming 

standards*  Or we might say that his standards were formed first 

and he is using his ironical mater to illustrate them. This 

does not necessarily involve a question of preaching'but is in 

the nature of a revelation. This Mi^i be illustrated later in 

dealing with the poems and ealier novels.

On Dec. 51, 1S01 Hardy wrote .

"Let every man make a philosophy for himelf 
out of his own experience. He not be able to
escape using terms and phraseology from earlier 
philosophers but let him avoid adopting their theories 
if he values his own mental life." (1)

In hardy's case many tabulations of the mom frequently recur

ring meeapphsscaO. ideas have been made but there has been very 

little attempt to relate them to the intellectual movements
(2) out of which they grew. W. R. Rutland' ' has shown that many 

of his ideas which were thought to be derived from German 

philosophy are shown to have their source, more probably, much 

nearer home—in the English 8016^^^ and Rtionaliiti of 

his own day.

H-ber years of Thos. Hardy—Ms. hardy p. 91

(2) Tho^ Hardy, a Study of his Wrrtings and their Background
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HARDT'S PHILOSOPHY

Hardy was brought up In the Anglican Faith towards wh.ch 

he always held respect;. He was descended from ancestors who 

tool: prominent part in church affairs and Hardy taught Sunday- 

School in the family parish church. His mind, at oBce keenly 

sensitive and searching, began td examining the problems of man’s, 

existence and his role in the Iniverse. There semnM to be three 

important stages in Hardy's Philosophic development, >\Th© 

first is a stage of reaction from the tenets of the Established
£

Church. Starting about the year 1360 Hardy came under the 

influence of the scientists and philosophic agnostics who were 

trying to overthrow traditional English thought based on 

scripture, Darwin's 'Origin of Suci-s' was published in 1859 

and Hardy read it early and acclaimed it. He searched it in 

the hope of finding an answer to the doubts which were already 

troubling him against the traditional faith in which he had been 

reared. It was in Darwin that he found many of the ideas that 

were to remain with him throughout life, an essential part of 

his philosophy. He read and admired Huxley, the press-agent 

of Darwinism. Herschcll's discovery of fifteen hundred new 

universes showed plainly to Hardy the insignificance of our 

planet and the greater insignificance- of man upon that planet, 

Thus science was impressing the young Victorians and with them • 

the young Hardy that Christianity had been dissolving into 

myths. Then too the English Philosophers, whose works he had been 

reading, re-enforced the scepticism the scientists in Hardy's

n„nd. ALmoot one Hundred years before the birth of Hardy, Hume
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HARDY'S PHILOSOPHY

had anticipated m^<ch of the fatalism, coincidence and 

chance found later in Hardy. Hume concludes

Mhat the original source of all things is 
entirely indifferent to all these principles 
and has no more regard to good above evil than*  
to heat above cold....... There may be four 
hypotheses found concerning the first causes of the 
universe.
1. That they are endowed with perfect gooidnsss.
2. That they are endowed with perfect maice.
3. That they are endowed with goodness and mlice.
4. That they are endowed with neither goodness; ,*%. 

nor malice.

The fourth of these is by far the mmst probable. (1)

Hardy hLms^e.f admits the influence of Hume wh^n he says 

”Hy pages show harmony of view with Darwin, Etuley, Spencer 

Caste, Htuae MH! and others, all of wxhoat I used to read
- (2)more than Schopenhauer". It its reading liha this by a

young man w.th perception and sensibility that drove Hardy 

into deciding that life was tragical rather than comicalf 

that the old theologies are dead and! that the new religion would 

not be based on dogma but on altruism and attics.

The second stage was the co-ordinating of his scattered 

impressions into r unified whole. Hardy continued his readings 

and his observations. H© was still casting about for a solution, 

dipping into French and German philosophies for light. In 

the third stage he attempted to apply the principles and terms 

of the formal philosophers to his view of life. He did this
- l ,

CD a-ae—SelGctlons edited by Charles Heidel Jr. Scribners
1. Y. 1927 pages 33O-l

(2) Quoted in *I>rdy in Defense of ' •'s Ari** Er. $. . Zabel

Southern Review 1940, page 133
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. HARPY’S PHILOSOPHY

particularly in the Dynasts. Seen in. J . Dynasts he Pelt he

wag simply elaborating the ideas which, he had adopted as hong 

ago as his earliest poems and the sore thoughtful and repre- 

tentative of his novels, OcccsioxnSLhy we see a glimmer of hope 

here and there among the poems and at the, end of the Dynasts- 

but this is far from -a compPete explanation.

Haady's thought was the natural outgrowth of*the'age  in 

which he lived, of its Science, Criticism and Philosophy. He 

was driven to evolve a system of thought of his oon and he did 

this out of the chance impressions and experiences that arose 

out of his daily life and readings. He had reached ths third 

* stage by 1880, Hardy has warned us against trying to derive 

a 'systemi from a nan's artistic productions and then proceeding 

to maassaS! s!L his ideas in accordance w.th this preconceived 

plan. To him the artist was tc be, above aLL, ’the humble 

recorder' of all the events, feelings and fancies which, 

occuring in widely different moods, times and circumstances, 

go to make up the completed pattern of Life. He tells us 

that the way to a true philosophy of life seems to He in 

humbly recording diverse ’humours*  as they are forced upon us 

by chance and change. There will be a certain amowit of 

subjectivity in aLL this, since the artist will inevitably 

select from the complex pattern of life the thread that appeals»
most strongly to his individual temperament and mood.

So we have in Hardy a sensitive soul trying to read life 

in aLL its chances and changes. He is possessed of a kind of 

melancholy which he never seems able to shake off. CoEamiued 

with this he had a tender sympathy towards Nature which, coupled
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■ , hardy*s . fhilqscfhy /

With his belief in it as an instrument of Fate, dominated life. 
We may call Eardy's view of li.fe pessimistic 'but his was an 

intellectual and not just a temperamental pessimism.
'* pessiMism, °r ratter what is cal^d such is, in?
brief, playing the sure game. You cannot lose at its 
you may gain. It is the only view of life in 
which you can never be disappointed. Having 
reckoned what to do in the worst possible circum
stances, when better arise, as they may, life 
becomes child’s play", (lj , 'V

In fact Hardy seems to have disliked the word philosophy as a 

rather professional word and preferred the word, 'reading of 

life' for his conclusions on philosophic problems. He did 

not set out to found a philosophy but to read some con

clusions on life for himelf. Scarcely ever does he set out 

to give us a complete statement of his ’working Metaphyysc' 

since he always considered himself a npn-professional. In the 

remarkable apology to ’Late Lyrics and Earlier’ he comes as 

close to a comppete statement of his philosophy as we can hope 

for. *

"And what is to-day, in allusionj to the present 
author's pages, alleged to be ’pessimism' is, in 
truth, only such ’questionngsg’ in the exploration 
of reality and is the first step towards the soul's 
betterment, and the body's also---- by the explanation
of reality, and its frank recognition stage by stage 
along the survey, with an eye to the best constm- 
pation possible." (2)

later years of T. HardygHfrs. F. Hardy.
(2) j■MPgy--LPte Lyrics and Earlier
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HARDT*S  PHILOSOPHY

Herdy quotes his own words in explanation of his pessimism 

in the poem In Tenebris
«Xf way to the Better there be, it exacts a full look 

at the Worst*  •

and tells us that it is not pessimism but ’evolutionary 

meieorism* •
W muut not fall into . the error Of thinking tJpit Hardy 

abandoned religion entirely, m^ing over to the side of
X

'agnootic science*.  He did lose faith in dogcmtic religion 

as he himself shows:

“The old theologies may or my not have worked for 
good in their time. But they will not bear stretching

< farther in epic or dram tic art. The Greeks used 
up theirs, the Jews used up theirs: so that one 
muut mike an independent plunge embodying the real 
if only temporary thought of the egeB.

He regretted, the fact that religion did not seem to have 

caught up with science, that as eoon as the dogmatism of the 

churches was broken down to admit the free-thinkers, things 

would work more smoothly for all concerned. The stalemate 

of religion y§. science would disappe^ar. But Hardy was dis

appointed when the English church did not broaden its tenets 

to include the advanced scientific mind. His wish was for

"a flank march which I at the tme quite expected 

to witness," with. the gathering of many millions of
(2)agnosias into- its fold.*  *

■ i. ■

C1) Biter years of T. Hardy Ms. l’« Hardy

(2) Apology—H^tef Lyrics and Eadier
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HARDY*  S PHILOSOPHY

, a-iil held hope for this broadening of teligion and But 11® suxx *
s t hat religion was necessary for the preservation of the

- ,rid. He has this to say of the new religions

"It rmay.be a forlorn hope, a mere dream, that c# 
an alliance between religion, which mast be retained 
unless the world is to perish, and comppete ration
ality, which must come, unless also the wrld is to 
perish, by means of the interfusing effect of poetry-- 

'the; breath and finer spirit of all knowledge; the 
imppssioned expression of science*,  as it was defined 
by an English poet who was quite orthodox in his Ideas. 
But if it be true, as Comte argued, that advance is 
never in a straight line, but in a looped orbit, 
we my, in the aforesaid ominous moving backward, be 
doing it 'pour mieux sauter’, drawing back for a 
spring® (1)

This look at Hardy’s Philosophy is necessary and imjpotant

before any attempt is made to examine critically his irony, 

ee mist view his philosophy in light of his irony and then 

reverse the process by looking at his irony as a means of 

leading up to his philosophy.

1 AIpOLogy—La,te* Lyrics and Earlier

rmay.be
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TRAGEDY and OOEPY
■ The.Hovels

irony does not lend itself toH to preaching. It is not 

• a strong enough for this; satire is the method usually 

c hoscn as the best means of bringing about corr^ec:!©^!*  by 

ridicule*  Irony has a lighter side which was used dexterously 

» Steels and Addison to ridicule gently tb frivolities of 

*hir tme. But the more serious use of Irony is that. of 

tragedy, HHady wrote a few works in the lgghter ve& but 
even in these there is if nd a tragic irony at least a sim'- 

tragic one.
In his first novel published De ere era te Rimdiia there is a 

tens of sadness rather than of irony. There is a conformity 

to the established way of ending novels by having vice punished 

and virtue.rewarded. The tragic aspect of Hardt’s irony 

receives its first impetus in A Pair of Blue Eyes. In his 

esdier, lighter novels we have more examples of the irony 

which, while it has not the effect comedy still is not in

a thoroughly serious vein. Wen Kight, Elfride’s latest 

flare,looks through the telescope under Elfride’s direction at 

the incoming boat he spies a young man standing on the deck. 

True to the course ojf irony, he knows nothing about Smith, but 

the young man on the boat really is Smith and Elfride really 
hnows it is he. Taken in itself this would seem to be a rather 

harmless bit of irony about ,thi conquests of a flia■L^00oUc girl 

k» if viewed in light of the later ironies that eiem to grow 

iro3 t^his simple pooi■iiln, this ironic ivu^I rial-iy influincis 
. fa ■
e’iatoy three lives. Closely cormected with it, andpwhich .
*u*gh bf the nfxt .step, is the ironic introduction

^Bht of Elfride to Smith and after the ingagerant is



TRAGEDY and CO? SPY

The Hovels

learned of Kight’s telling Smith that he hopes his love 

ffair is £°ins fine. Following the ironic train we later 

that Kight’s breaking his engagement was really •caused ccc uu JtC/V-
to grs. Jethway revealing in a letter Elf ride ’ ^rmaway with 

gpith* The climax of this train is the scene in which Smith 

and Kight are riding along on the train, both going .to^ 

straighten matters out with Elf ride, upbraiding one another 

for lack of candour in the whole affair, and both later find

ing that Elf ride’s coffin was on that train. A kind of anti

climax is provided when we see both these men visiting the 

wit and watching Lax Ilian grieving over her casket.

Here the results are tragic enough——Lux Ilian is added 

to the people affected by the flow cf events which no one 

seems able to stem. The very first ironic situation in this 

A novel is that in which Simth and Elf ride are sitting on the 

grave of the only man that ever before said he loved her, 

namely hrs. Jethway’s son. Here the only victim was dead.
- .... r”°''ef rom then on the ironic train clams one move victim every 

time it strikes unt.l in the anti-clWactic scene fUe have 

been ^thered. Elfride had desecrated the t^eeHngs by fUrt- 

ati^on and the irony of fate becomes Lony of justice for her. 

She had flirt2d with and rejected JeUway and after his death 
L I
-is nother in revenge thwarted Elf ride’s hopes by the revela- 

tlonbf the letter. • Individuality had been brought sharply 

,ft< cooflict with the indifferent governing power through the _ 
lcV€ c*' x ®an and woman. This, with Hardy, seems to be the most 
oras©n reef gainst which tlie, individusHity dashes itself and 

Cajn trace through almost every naw^l.»
_ * **• 1‘



TRAGEDY and COMEDY
The Kovels

/r

jn gar from . the Maiding Crowd the misfortunes of Fanny 

,, -b. are followed from afar. She mistakes AH Souls Church 
for AH Saints Church and is refused by Troy. Truly a Victory 

6f finesse for Irony. Her short and fateful life ended in death 

ufMl after death in two ironic scenes—fir^stJy- Joseph Poorgross 
-e'js drunk at the inn while Fanny’s body rested outside 'Ip the 

bagornwhich resulted in the necessity of having ht& brought 
indoors and finally in Bathsheba’s discovery that Troy was her 

isver, and secondly Bathcheba's visit to the grave. Yet the 
Ety aroused by Hardy for Fanny seems to be transferred to 

Ertlhsheba when, preparing to go to the party where her engage- 
memt to Boldwood was to be announced officially, she finds that

4the rap on heir door is not the callAher coachman as she thinks, 
tat her husband Troy who has returned. ’Heaven's ivory * does 
bitter by Bathsheba than it did by Elf ride although both acted 
la very much the same wayy the latter is borne to her grave, much 

■?pt for, it is true, butAa rather cold consolation in comppaison 
«Uh BatthsJhelba’s comfortable if not very rom^t^:ic marriage to 

^Gsaiel Cao. nere is a contrast that cannot be accounted for 

tj Hrdy. The only way we are expected to account for it ie by 

explanation of the unconscious Ironic Spirit. According 
logic and Justice it should have been the simple, true Fanny 

Ro-ui who de8erved to Hve rd^her than the fliratoions scheming
^hcba. v.’e could attiibute it to a change tlat took paace 

~athsheba since, if she had not already learned her lesson 
B"° _ld have done so. Tie re is no judication that Hardy 

wo j If. y.
* ^ve us reach this conclusion; Fate was kind to her and 

unkind to F^j^y for no apparent reason.
.?•
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A fine example of Hardy’s comic irony is his fifth novel 

T« Rand of Ehelberta. After having struck the keynote of 

ls t-aric irony in A Pair of DlueFyes and Far fromtheMaddin;; 

c-ovd it uoiuld sees that he lifted his pen somewhat and while 

till keeping it in the ironic groove, he does not press 

heavily on it with tragic results. In fact, I believe, this 
novel, The Hand of Ethelberta to be Hardy's best example 'of 

the lighter dramaaic irony and it even resolves itsel" into a 

first class gentle satire on society much in the fashion of 

the great French 'vaudevilles’ which were so poplar at this
«

thm and which are gently satiric in content about each of the 

tw lower classes of French society trying to reach the class 

next highcsT. Hardy’s example mighty easily have been influenced
|

by Lb Poutdre aux'Yetur.

There is a light ironic situation running through all this 

novel and it is heightened at intervals into drama which has 

very little of the serious philosophic irony in it. The scene 

in which Ethelberta attends dinner at Mrs. Duncasttlos where 

her father is th.e butler is a fine example of Hardy’s dramtic 

irony in the lighter vein in which nothing tragic cr of tragic 

consequence results, not even the feelings of her father seem / 
to ba hurt, Hore verbal ^ony is used to help the dramatic; 

*** ,e.rd3 help the irony of the movemeets and of the situation.

high point of irony is the scene in which Etaelberta

■-"•g asked at Lord Mo’onCclere ’s house to do some of her
Alling, tells the story of her own life in the third 

S&A wMch is known to no others’but herself The irony is 
inof pointod i

•~a here because Ethelberta. intends it as a means of
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r rmins Hountolere of her life story; it also seems to have

• end since houmtclere aftewards tells her secretlyg -
that he taows it all-»

Here then is a good example of Hardy's comic irony, The 

^carious position of Ethelberta, maintained by scheming; 

results in harm to no one and we feel that Christopher hg 

fortunate in obtaining the hand of the younger and humbler
4

sister Picotee rather than that of the scheming Ethelberta. 

iXeeberta does not even harm herself greatly as a result 

of her connivance. Contrast with, this the sad effect of the 

ironic train of events on Elfrida, or Tess. It is a sustained 

pntle satire on society rather than the deeper, more bitter 

showing of the working of philosophic irony.

Hardy resumes his tragic treid! in The Re turn . . o^ the,, native.

If the greatest result of tragic irony on those that are left 

is suffering that comes from the acts of another, then the irony 

here is intense. Irony has caused the less of Clyr's mother and 

Wfe, two persons between Whom he was torn in life; u? Egdon 

Hath which has so often been interpreted as the embodiment of 

the unchaating.’ irony of human events stands in the background 

°*  this novel throughout and seems to govern their desires.

Ihe Trumpet «H!a.lor offers us comedy on a slightly ironic 

*cene atd with, gay humour andlno serious results. The ironic 

s*tuotiiots are tliose of a lighter dramaaic type and contain no 

°Moophic wntent. It is merely aiming, s^gMly. startling 

rather exasperating to see John Loveday falling in love with 

Uda Johtson the actress, Bob’s former zCHai'cee, after her, 

lohn Imd ■ &
setu her away as. an undesirable girl for Bob to marry.
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Tse leading of the attack by Fess Herriman after he had found 

out that the report was false is comic irony of the lightest . 

p^ii^^t^:ffian kind* If Hardy intended The Hand of 1 , thelberta 

as a gentle satire on society and on the fickleness of a worn's 

heart, he paralleled it in The Trumpt-Mgor with company
— 1 \

ironic depictions of soldiers and their changes!leness of loves. 
t

The fact that Hardy could wite this light comedy against thc 

background of a subject tint he was later to make into his most 

seriously and tragically ironic piece of writing proves con

clusively that Hardy did see a lighter side of lifei he was not 

always engaged in seeing how often man was frustrated by the 

gods. Here and in The HanM of Sthelberta he directly attributes 

frustration to character. It seems a bit far-fetched to pursue
I

character back to the gods as is done by those trying to prove

pessimism on every occasion in Hardy. He could write his as You 
t -

like it as well as his King Lear and Romeo and Juliet of the 

novels. {

The Kaffir of Caaterbridge is a novel^clhrac ter in taagical 
I

irony. Events proved too much for Heechaad's character. The 

hook is sub-titled 'the story of a man of character' most 

appropriately.

”In deciding to ppesent *The Life and heath* 
of Mictaael Henocha'd, Hardy was again breaking with 
his former practice. Moot of his stories h>d 
cmphaEized the ulcredicCtbility of human fate, the 
inscrutability of the workings of the colossal Prince 
of the ‘Wood. Ciraaacter after character had echoed 
Henery Fray's opinion that 'your lot is your lot, 
and Scripture is nothing’. , flnile lying in bed for 
six months in London, Hardy had had excellent 
opportunity for sounding the shallowness of this 
myopic sort of determinism, and in the novel dddstsyed

< . . . j. ft/' ? 't * «• r-' •<
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”rsiHardy there is a revealing observation placed
in the mouth of Sir William De Stancys ’With a 
disposition to be happy, it is neither this place 
nOr the other that can render us the reverse. In 
'short each man’s happiness depends upon himselfi * 
Hardy now decided to write an entire novel upon 
this theme, that 'Character is fate’. (1)

Eenchard’s great character is broken by irony of circumstances, 

r ere the train of ironic events beating successively. agM.net 

jnchard proves too much for him. Henchard was strong enough to 

keep his vow to avoid drink for twenty-one years but his down

ward path seems to start after finding the letter that his wife 

left and which was not to be opened till Elizabeth’s wedding day, — 

he sees the seal imperfectly attached, opens it and finds that 

Elizabeth is not his daughter but Hewson’s. Fate’s interference 

in the person of the furmity seller bailed before him for being 

drunk, and who publicized the story of the selling of his wife 

helped scandal to turn the scale against him. These events lead 

In a more or less direct way to the death of Lucetta, now 

pexfiae’s wife through the shame of the ’ skimmity-r iSe ’ • The 

inevitable looms large and is too much for Henchard. It seems to 

have turned the knife in his heart, becoming more and more cruel. 

Ao the inevitable events move on and Elizabe th-Jane falls in love 

'with, his worst enemy Farfrae, and the whole is sealed by the

—— ■ -.........  —

*■ —__—Qf_j7essex, Carl J. Weber p. 101

Columbia U Press 1940.

agM.net
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return of Hewson, Jlenchard wanders off to die on Egdon and be
%

found by the happy lovers. '”The fates were so much more practised 

in the ways of life, than this poos’, passionate man, that we give 
him pity. he . would not give himself**! 1) It was the irony of 

circumstances which by their number and weight increase^ over the 

head of Hencihard struck him to earth in spite of his being one 

of the strongest characters in the history of novel a&iting.

(1) The Art of Ties. Hardy—Lionel Johnscn-plS^

The .decade 1886-1895 saw Hardy produce ffce novels. With

the exception of The ci11-Bi1ovi1 these a eem to show an increasing 

intensity in the concentrated power of philosophic irony, fe
>6. I ' | I I I

have seen how Hardy could vary from tragic irony in a Pair of 

Hue—yea to comic irony in The Hand of Khelbeeta. We find no 

such • variation in his later group. The characteristic of this 

group seems to be strong characters, beginning with HemdMrd, for 

whom the. irony o^ fate proves too much.

Hardy introduces the ironic results' of social conventions

into the Woodlanders. C. J. feber has shown this transitions 

•Hardy also a teeaptld a third innovation in
The W>Dddlnaels. His earlier novels had expressed with 
lver•-iircrersidg frankness his revolt against the 
fundtmennal coi^c^J^itj^ons of existence in a badly con
stituted world. From his youthful shaking of his 
fist at his creator he had progressed in The .JEyor 
of Ccaterbridge to a consideration of the close 
relationship-between defects, not in nature, but in

-
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. wan natue, and nam’s unhappiness on earhh. And
-in T^?ies foodlanders he uurned for hes first iiiee

?°%ui<5ttion serio u sly-* ’ w far the organization of 
society itself is responsible for m.aai’s unhapplns*z.  
Shed Grace Kelbury's marriage proves a failure, Hmdy 
r„kes he^ wonder ’w^h^tzher God did really join them 
to "ether*.  Wiat man alone had joined, nan could put 
asunder! Hardy’s increasingly bitter quarrel with 
society for its attitude towards sex relationships 
Sere makes its first appearance, and for the next a 
t renny-five years the subject is never long absent ' 
from his writings, whhther prose or verse. The 
Woodlansers sounds the initial challenge, and its 
characters are the first of Hardy’s creations to 
blame neither God nor themselves but human conventions,”|1)

The irony here while not all directed towards the gods 

still remains irony bound up with philosophy. it is true that 

sows of it is thus directed as when Hrs. Ouarmond’s accident 

led to the renewed affair with her former lover which led in 

turn to Grace leaving and coming to Giles cottage, and Giles 

finally dying as a’ result o^ sleeping outside to save her 

hoi^<^tur. Hees again is hee train, but in hiis case , it seems to

the reader that the ironic train could have been halted by the 

divorce of Fitzipieli and Grace. Perhaps we could consider the 

blind social .ambition of old Helbury to have caused it. But 

tie train was directed probably at both these human conventions 

and Fate must have been satisfied with the comppicated love 

elements which foms a Gordian knot.

Following The Woffla.nPdrs both in time sequence and in the 

nMy“f{rnaed sequence of blaming human cfnvennifris, is Tesa of 

■ e ^-i^fosrvilles. th© climax of his novels. But here again,

X ,
' S^X-Or.lWssex. Carl. J. Weber p. 109-110.
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i_ n ot Just society that is binned for the waste of Tess’s 
it - 
life Both Jucle and Tess fail to fit their h^di.vi^duali.y/ into 

society and the irony of events seems to lead then farther away 

from a solution than nearer one. The social abandonment of 

Jude and Tess is explained by Harold Child.

*'He Who does not choose to live within a eoiaffotbple 
moral order must take his risks—for there is no 
malignant deity waiting to pounce upon him, there |s 
no kindly omnipotence to cone to the rescue when his 
own courage, or wisdom, or strength fail shert." (1)

The train of irony in Toss of the P* 1’. y e\"" seems to be 

rack, more closely woven than in Hardy’s novels heretofore. All 

the tragic of Tess’s life cannot be traced to the parson’s greet

ing 'Good evening, Sir John*. A good deal of it Hardy traces to 

T^s^ss’s heredity. If Hardy had traced it directly to environment, 

which he does in part, then we might consider him to be blaming 

events purely and simply. But he insists on the fact that the 

D’Urberville quaHties were strong in Tess. Knture had planted 

them there and the right combim^:ion of the qualities or defects 

cf Tess with this particular train of ironic events led to the 

tragedy; but the social conventions made a tragedy out of the 

eV£flts,

(1) - *
(1) —eas dardy—by Harold Child p, 7o-o.

. I .
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The ircnie s— t—a —fen in xhioh the re vrltlEs the texts on 

the stiles hhch apply to her, as he helps her carry her %•——h — 

yor- Iron the i •fh""UhE estate seers to- i-hsate the higher 

irony of the aH-seeirg Being garing dcra at .f—ture cvestts t~-t 

are to vc--..-. fess. -ro—— —— —«a. —---— -s — ».—

letter being slipped rah-er the carpet is sfgnXlsz—t of the fr.s-e
— V

seewity — -—hid less fis herseM. his false seereft-— its

suddenly andc g * y a stroke of Zardy's botea satire. Then. Clare 

tells: her cf *i s —iss^*~atier it ive- her c-r_-~ -? tael hi_e of 

her deadUsgs Hht. HL«ss B'&beeelXLe. Ze is steaxed hy it and 'h—e 

pair were toi. jhes of their f-rr-ner sells.* Hi iaipli^ost^i^s^a cf 

this satire Is that the doable standard ©f r’rals 3s the nds 

ca—se of the tragedy Thlch —llOa tely criwzs Tess ’sack to Ate ard 

thence to his rxrher. This ccnreatlcr. cf society nerals is4

attached in a xost subtle ray. Is fact it seers to hs the thecs 

of the novel. It is supported is. a msst iEgsedLa—s my by sereral 

ironic ©sets; ty— the Asp of the se® taorspOe keeper’s. mses* s Lz 

tsldap hsr that Zeb— B—shsyfield — s cm~htar is ssrrim to s 

gehlh^n of high standing ani of bar he treated ersryhssy in the 

r-oish; hy the insTy of Ayfih*s father rsa.alng tie chapter in 

.reverM is. prams cf a "ire-sms rfe as the grass at smalti-a; the 

ircy of log el flare's hrefeST hrfetgHg in Tass*s elf hae*aj uat 

she had hid is. th® hadges sayiTip that s© m—d see® beggar hA 

left then there to— ccte into tarn the better to g"©he .mT-h 

b7 begging barefc-ct: ffsnUy by that caster smeha cf dmaSe. 

irroay iha— fess, on the nay tack. ctpys -c bean a premh-ir h a 

'asrx Eho is m other hsi Alee ^Qk—rrtlhe. Zz the .fhr r. — 1—— 

Be Ing. this- heesssS a Ore e.nz:;Is cf Piles cphLc irunyj 1.* h=«aues
^be st- ca ■.., — ». ’’^cA . v— s— ge-,H

® 1— ca .■— »—St'S' —— ee g£3H moot
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to his sin and compete the ruin of Tess.

In Tess of , the D'Urbeevillesi then Hardy builds up the main 

satire of Ms no^s^e., that of the double standard in morals, mainly 

through use of series of ironic events, dramatic by nature, 

philosophic in content.

"He brings definite charges against the collective^ 
judgment of society which, in the belief that it can 
so protect itself, destroys some of its finest end y 
moot sensitive material. Tie rough and re...dy bent
of society acting upon Tess through other people 
wasted her youth, beauty, motherhood, love, drove her 
to misery, ortase and violent death” (1)

This novel contains the only example oif the train of ironic 

events leading Hardy to conclude that the 'President of the 

Lmorttas* enjoyed torturing creatures as boys do captured flies. 

This may’ be but a stage through Which he passed to his ultimate 

conclusions of the unconscious ]mmnt^e^t( Will of the Dpynasts.

It mates the ironic train more bitter and this may have been part

of the objection to 'Tess of the DtUrber^j^:^ls? as a novel.

The 'social convennion’ attacked by Hsordy's satire was not

the convention itself but the false view taken of Tees's fall 

by society. It should not have resulted in crushing, unendurable 

outcome that it did result in. He points out in his satire that 

society fails to read through outward actions into the spiritual 

principle behind them. Society fails to see that in Tess while
I .

she had lost physical ehaatity under extenuatory circumstances, 

she still retained, herf spiritual invioluicy which society no longer

(1) 'Thomas H_.rdy' by Harold Child page 70
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recogrn zes as distinct from the physical. Ee is satirinii**  

Ve&orian ideas Of the double standard, the quickness of society 

to jaige by purely'a^ternaL standards Wen it cannot gelt at the 

mtives, and above all Victorian prudery, that relic of Puritan 

iuys that still lived in Eirlm,!. a few months away from , insular 

English Victorian ideas seems to care Ar^gl Chare's narrow- 

mnle&iess on these questions.

(1) letter quo ted in We 'latter ^cans of T. Hardy* p. 40

Wq rust bd careful not to read more of Hearty's thoughts into• I ,
Ejdy'c novels ’than he meernt to put in them. That Jude was a j
victim of the Jrony of temperament is seen from Hardy's letter 

to a close friends ,

. “It is curious that some of the papers should
lock upon the novel as a manifesto on 'the mar^iiag,e 
question*  (although, of course, it involves it), 
seeing that it is. concerned first -with the labours 
of a poor student to get a University degree and 
secondly with the tragic issues of two bad mrri.ges, 
owing in the main to a doom or curse of hex^editary 
temperament peculiar to the family of the parities." (1)

But we may safely conclude from his preface to Jude the Obscure 

that * mrriage should be dissolvable as soon as it becomes a 

cruelty to either of the parties,"

In both these tragic novels then Hardy attacked not convention 

bait the misuse of it. Society mi^t not overlook the individual 

in it*s  dealings. His method of attack is the satire of 

circumstances which, when played against the larger background of
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A?<

ultimate destiny includes his philosophy. His view of the 

proper place of convention is summed up in the followings*

"Hardy saw convention monming to a place in 
society to which it had no right: he caw it becoming 
Wster where it should have been a servant. dare 
perceives when his eyes are opened, that his mistake 
has been in 'allowing himself to be influenced by _ *\
general principles to the disregard of the particular 
instates.’ The motto of Jude the Obscure, which , 
applies as well to Teae. n>T *Gbefv iCTzs, i s '
’The letter killlth’. toiles there mast be, but 
proportion must be kept among them. The. t.c^odlarxoers 
is, as to Gies’s death, a tragedy ©ffpropriFty-l“* 
Grace allowed the secondary laws of propriety tQ 
to stand before the one of humnity. The misery of 
the two greater novels arises in both cases from 
narrow conventional views usurping the plaice of the 
one great law by which all others mist be tested, 
the golden rule of love and CD

Tris then was the point toward which the satire was directed and

it was Healy’s love of hmmaity that prompted it.

Thomas Hardy, by H. C. Duff in 3rd £d& Page 249
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The person reading Hardy»s. novels for the first time is* 

struck almost irnmaiately by the novelists use of coincidence. 

He has teen roundly .coademi.a for deliberately .lotting the 

overthrow of his characters by going out of his ray to call in 

coincidence to complete the 'kill*. It is our purpose in this
*

section to examine this use of coincidence in the light o* 

phhlosophic irony and to see how he works out his philosophy or 

’reading of life* thirodah IhH-oso, hie irony with the help of 

coincidence. .

In the tragedies a simple accident starts a whole series 

of events culminating in utter destraction—-usually moral, 

often social as well. It is as if one leaned accidentally
• i

against an electric button connected with a series of explosive

which burst in succession before one can reach thej in 

turn to quench the fuse and avert thw catostrc:'he. .cue prefer 

to call this chance; it seems better to keep the word Chance for 

an isolated action, whereas coincidence seems a better word to 

apply when two actions supposed to happen by chance come 

together or wihen one negatives the other. In many cases the 

Succession of events in one of Hardy’s novels depends on a first 

action that may be attributed to e^ance.

It is with the help of'coincidence Wen that Hardy shows his 

Philosophic irony. Here Irony is shown in events, not in words 

and with Hardy Irony of Circu^s^l.anci^s seems to be We- best way of 

showing Ms ^hilosc,hy. In fact in liaruy Irony of Circumstances 

kceoaes Philosophic irony because, it eniters in such a way into 

ihe Hves of the characters fMt becomes the de^misting force in
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the® so often that we cannot help but see Emy’s reading of 

life in it.

"There are grander conceptions and profounder teachings 
in Hardy than this of this bitter farce of life, but 
it is so constantly before him, his mind is so thoroughly 

with the idea, that it muut be recognised 
as the moot charaaceristic feature of his philosophy, f 
His whole novel is built, primarily, upon the doctrine 
of the Irony of Fate, as commonly understood." (1)X.

AS has been pointed out before, Irony of rate becomes
J

Philosopih.c Irony when it is writ large, when it concerns \

events that loom harge enough to affect life. The events must h. 

of themselves or lead to events that are consequential enough / 

to affect life in an important way oefore it becomes Fhilosc, hie 

Irony. When this happens often enough (as it surely docs in 

hardy’s novels) it affects philosophy. If by simplest definition
Uyuw o(

we mean by Irony 1, then in moot of the coincidences in Hardy 

the reader acts the part of the ©lowing onlooker while the actors! 

are the unknowing ones. If dramatized we would call this i

Araratie imny-it becomes philosophic dramatic irony if the event 

or its direct consequences is important enough to enter into the
' ■'■r

lives of the characters on a large enough scale of importance 

to enter the domain of philosophy. $e have seen many examples of 

ironical situations where one of the actors was the knowing one, 

together with the reader or audience; Hardy uses coincidence as 

Irony where neither of the characters is the knowing one and- i , '
where usually the reader is, buu-sometimes even the r-^aaer’s 

inside knowledge is withheld and only the Almighty is the knowing 

party.
I •

(!) Thomas, Kardy—H. I. Dffin p» 184
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for example Tess goes to visit the Vicar and he is out. This 

is coincidence of one kind which does not remedy Tees's situation. 

The reader feels, although he does not know that had the Vicar 

been -in things micht have and probably would have been different 

for Tess. The same is time of the letter sZL:^j.ped under the
■ X r /

carpet.

A remarkable case of ironic coincidence where even,th*<\reader 

iS not admitted to the special circle of the knowing audience till 

the same time as the actors are and the only knowing audience 

is God, is the case of Kiijglht and smith riding to Endelstof in 

the train that bears the body of Elfride. Hot until the 

name-plate is read do they or the readers know the identity of 

the dead. A kind of negative coincidence is often seen; nobody 

appears to help young Jude or to advise him; the foolishness 

of Tess's motwr’s advice is as bad or worse than this. All 

these profoundly affect the destiny of the characters concerned 

and moott certainly affect the reader’s philosophy life.

We find this in all Hardy’s serious novels. They are 

multiplied and many of those that seem unimportant lead to 

consequences that seriously affect destiny. in A pair of Blue 

Eyes a slight iUioss happened to prevent Vicar Somarret from 

receiving his guest Stephen Smith and the Vicar's daughter 

Elfride acted as hostess; this simple coincidence started a train 

of events resulting- in two broken-hearted lovers, Knight and 

Smith meeting at her funeral, each blaming the other for causing 

uithappintss. in the Wood landers it was Mrs. Ch^rmnd's accident 

that caused the renewal her affair with her former lover that

ended with, such dire results. n. the amae stoy it happened to
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tje raining when Giles sinterborne gave up bis shelter to Mrs. 

fjtgspiers to preserve her honour which resulted in his death, 

if the marriage license-that Stephen Smith had procured
■

\a been issued for London ano not- . lynouth, hlfriae

uobaWy would not have changed her mind and the story
-

would perhaps never„peen written. In the Wyor of Ceeaerbriogs 
Bc.ric.ho rd

iarfrae first cones between siteherd arid -iizibeth-Jene^theh

i—rr lev Lucet. t e ( ie enchard'a former Ic eer and fi . i

out of easiness settlirg in Hencharc’s former hcui^ie. lot

even Hennfcurj’s strong cinrsoter could overcome grim 

mtchixations that seemed to be worked through ELiiabeth-Jane.

The 'persistence of the unforeseen’ played on the larger 

stage of life with HencHard eivays as the unknowing character : 

le ironic. The Heturn. , of tne kaU>e is an excellent exur • le of 

coincidence lording it ov^r the striving of man. Just when/
.re, Yeobright oecides to take the step to put everything 

right coincidence begins working and does not stop till both

Ms. Yeobrgght and ..ustacia are dead. H. C. mufin shows how

irony as revealed in coincidence effects Hruy’s philosophy.

*X the microcosm of hardy's novela there is 
unqueetionably a power—-conscious or unconscious, 
person^ or impersonal—-that controls, influences, at 
least hampers and hinders the doings of man. The 
conception is so universally and comistently 
present that it is uifficult not to see in it a main 
strain of Hardy’s philosophy. He does indeed protest, ; 
over end over again, that.that conception, like others, 
is to be regarded as the record of an impression 
not of a conviction, tut the change of name alters 
nothing, for an artist's impressions are his 
convictions, and an impression that persists throughout . 
a lifeilre is likely to have hardened into a boli^j”

(1) Thomas Hardy by H. C, Buffin page 193



cotNCIQENCE and philosophic irony

t tculd seem then that Hardy used coincidence because he saw

t Tn life; he saw it as a third person, a knowing audience having 

place in the dramatic irony of life. Hardy was sensitive to 
affects man and he saw coincidence become personified *

acting in an Tronic manner to influence means destiny. His 

teen perception had not been long in showing him that life was 

tragical rather ■ than comical. He makes out a case for th# >\ 

blind instinctive onrush of unintelligent forces which relentlessly 

drive men on to blind submission to circumstances over which they

have and can have no control. This blind instinctive onrush is ;

represented as revealing itself in life by coincidence. Tragedies 

are caused by the action of circumstance which is simply the 

expression of the indifferent power that rules the world— circum

stance which reveals itself by coincidence and which becomes 

ironic when human events clash against the power that rules the 

world with man the victim blindfolded by time and place.

lardy has been severelly criticised for his so-called 

over-use of coincidence. Tn July 1881 Hardy wrote-

”The writer's problem is how to strike the balance between: 

ine uncommon and th.e ordinary, so as, on the one hand, to give 

merest, on the other to give reality.

m working cut this problem, human nature must never be 
abnormal, which is introducing incir^c^ii^il^lity. The uncomncoeiessi 

wust be in the e■venlss, not in the Characters."

Tkat Har^y had ’uncocmonness*  in the events is evwent to 

f reader> witness f ichael Henchard’s sellir^ of his wife.
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That he did not have * uncommonness in the characters’ is 

likewise evident from a study of the characters of the novels 

which are © good cross section of humanity. But Ilardv understood 

coincidence for its true worth; coincidence can be used merely 

to provide sensation but in A Laodicean Hardy says ”—'y a 

coincidence common, enough in fact, though scarcely credited in 

chronicles—" which seems to go a long way in proving th t H
r 

recognized that his coincidence had its birth in the realit" of 

life. Human life, as most of us realize, is crowded with it and 

much of it is of great importance in cur lives. In other words 

we are still, like Hardy’s characters, the victims of 

philosophical dramatic irony. Any biography will bear out the \ 

truth of this; two of these are related by Jacques Barzun: 

firstly that Hardy owed his life to the efforts of- the family 

nurse who revived him alter he had been laid aside as stillborn: 

secondly the letter that he received from Leslie Stephen askir< 

him to write a novel for the Cornhill magazine at a time « hen 

such a commission incalculably advanced his prospects was 

entrusted to two children because there was no rural mail delivery 

and through carelessness they dropped it in the mud. A labourer

i: \as duly cOliver? . Coincidence of 
t&ti

this latter kindAbe found in every life even the simplest. 

Looking backward we can see turning points.in our lives which 

depended on very small things end'tHiich had great ef:\. ts < 

destiny and not only the destinies of those closely connected 

with us but even those with whom v.e remotely come in contact. 

Hardy realized this and to him then,
• I •
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’’what we term coincidence or accidents are continually 
happening. when- they are of slight moment they remain 
unnoticed, because we take an absurd pride in making 
our lives seem rational. He pretend that we are the 
captains of our fate. But the thoughtful observer 
must confess that these chances and mischances arc* not 
only common realities but also symbols of our 
powerlessness. During his novch-writing days Hardy took ’ 
notes on many fatal or futile conjunctions of this sort, < 
including instances of the grmesome and grotesque 
for which he had an e ,ual respect ss normal parts of 
life. Some cf these notes can be read to-day in hhq two 
posthumous volumes—raw matetral from which he i- .'hihn d i 
either directly or by analogy the ’unjustifiable*  
turning point of hie myor tales.” (1) y

On his ’reading of life’ then Hardy saw much coincidence; 

he saw it-eorking for mans destiny and therefore most certainly 

impinging on philosophic ground; he saw ixs ironic aspect workis' 

through the drama of life and reaching philosophy, through the 

fact that his chax’acters were the uninformed audience and the 

All-seeing Eye, or .the will or the spirit of the

or whatever he called* it at the different stages of his triting 

was thr^ii|flrmrd audience. There seem to be two degrees to the 

irony of coincidence; firstly a lighter (only by comparison) 

irony of events that has often a dire result but often does not 

lead to the result directly but through the ■ second; secondly a 

deeper irony of clashes of Ideals, wrong personallties thrown 

together which causes the events and coincidence to have a more 

far-reaching effect. The vicar was out when Tess called which • 

a coincidence which seemed to be an ironic mocking of Tess's 

good iitrntion to straighten matters out. But less could j .‘'ve« *

(1) Truth and Poetry in Thomas Hardy-by Jacques Borzim-

Southern Review 1840 t
*1 •
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called back es another girl probably would have done; she didn't 
because she was Tess. Ber'grim determination not to go begging 
to the vicar's door together with the irony of coincidence 
mentioned worked together to help cause Tess's tragedy. Much 
of the irony of coincidence in Hardy must be interpreted 
in light of the character of the person or persons involved with

I \a view of finding cut how far their reactions on it furth r the 
tragedy. But the fact that the coincidence is thereto • 

person or persons merely enhances the irony of character and one 
working with the other causes tragedy. If irony of circumstances 
is defined, as 'a contrary result of events as though in mockery 
of what might have been looked for*  then indeed coincidence in 
Hardy is of the stuff of irony. If hfaan destiny is the matter 
of philosophy, then indeed coincidence in Hardy is philosophic 

iron •
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Hrdy’s irony, dealing with the broad subject of mans 

destiny which is the .domain ®S philosophy has brought down on
t

his head these two appelations, Ftalist and Pessimist. Hardy
i 'used irony in his reading.’life because he saw it there but his

're&ding oS life is nothing more or less to him than his own 

philosophy whether or not he wanted to tein ii a . says- . 

should, then, in fairness to Hardy*  examine to fiat extent his
-

use oS irony in the novels, which he saw in life influenced him 

to a fatalistic or pessimistic outlook and of what m tore this 

fataissm and pessimism is.

Hardy’s tragic novels are a world wherein. human individ

uality and desire are in conflict with the indifferent govemin ■ 

body, just „ as in Greek tragedy human individuality ^^conflict 

with fate. Hardy may have meant that the indifferent -oveming . 

body was the same thing as fate, and it would seem from his 

novels that he did so. There is a fatalism mount mig oo 

Stoicism in the Wessex russt.cs. It is also turn that hhe tragic 

characters wear themselves out in a vain effort to overcome fats. 

This fate Was shown in many ways, often by coincidence as we 

have seen, often again by character. Irony is a pattern accord!: 

to the personality o^ the author; he looks through the telescope 

and there is a sort of double filter over the lensu of the 

telescope giving things -an Ironic fatalistic colouring. His art 

is shaped by Ironic preconceptions with a fatalistic tinge.
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We have seen Hardy's coincidence at work; life abounds in it
and Hardy as the tale-teller has used it abundantly. His own 
attitude towards life creeps in and shows the fatalistic tendency 
of coincidence. The 'Vicar of Wakefield* abounds if eoJacidence, 
but Goldsmith uses it merely to put action into the story and to 
make it interesting through the use of a plot. In fact most 
novel-writers use it for this purpose. Hardy uses it mai Xly 
to free human beings from responsibility; he does not sir- 
for being careless where she put the 1 etter, nor C c ■■.
her for the murder of Alec. He blames heredity and e^vir• .n t-t
when he cannot blame chance. Often of course, he blames heredity■ 
and environment together as revealed. through their outcropping 
ironic coincidence. in Henchsrd it is heredity mrhii. ;
coincidence; it is the same thing in the case of Elfride a.d
Eustacia. We aav blame the individual for his or her r’.'idity

i -
oi’ lack of control of passions or some other cause for the tragic 
outcome but Hardy does not. With him there is always an ele ....i 
of Fate working with other forces through irony to bring 
about the. tragedy. There is a scientific determinism running 
through ' is writings. Speaking of Jude tee Obscure Hardy says 
in a letter to s close friend Nov. 10, l89?'

"One tiling i did not answer. The 'grimy* features
of the story go to show the contrast between the 
ideal life a man wished to lead, and the squalid 
real life he w.(.| fated to lead. Tne throwing of the 1 
plzsle, at the'supreme moment of his young drcan, is 
to sharply initiate this contrast. But i must have 
lamentably failed, as i feel i have, if this requires 
explanation and is not self-evident. The idea was meant 
to run all through the novel. it is, in fact, to be ■

• discovered in every body's life,
on the surface perhaps than it docs in ay poor 
puppet's" (1)

C°i ^etter'auotea in * ~Leter Years of T. -ari-’* page 41
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What did thSL s admitted fatalism that Hardy showed • c

Judf^’s destiny through ironic coincidence have to do with 

pessimism? It was objective fatalism, causing subjective 

pessimism due mainly to Hardy’s sensitiveness and his « 

inherent love for Human. Nature. In other words he had a 

temperamental bias to pessimism. The only thing Left for him 

to do was to "show the grandeur underlying the sorriest things,”
- • \

and "The sorriness underlying the grandest of things.” He
I

f

It would seem that Hardy in his answers to the accusation 

of pessimism brought against him, showed much more insight 

into the realities of Life than his accusers. Ho writes 

Jan. 16, 1918 in answer to the accusation of passimism:

"As to eessmdSii... Hy motto is, first correctly 
diagnose the compiint—in this case humm ills—a 
ascertain, the cause: then set about finding a remedy
If one cuists. Ih.c motto or practice of the opti..ists 
is; Blind the eyes to the real malady, and use empri" 
cal panaceas to suppress the symptomm.” (1)

He was not ramrely concerned with exhibiting the slice' of 

Life; he sow more deeply and felt more keenly than the superficial 

witers who employ this manner in their novels. If he saw Life 

darkly he saw it clearly. To do away with pessimistic outlook 

would bo tantamount to disclaiming the rightful place of tragic 

Literature in Life.

(1) L^ter. Life page 183. - « 1,1
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We may ask the question why Hardy dwells in the main,net 

on th® happiness of love but upon the unhappiness. He eh^se 
love between man and woman as the best means of shoring man
kind in struggle with ironic fate and coincidence; he night 
have chosen other things such as the economic struggles. Oni
on two occasions does he bring his lovers to enjoy happiness, 
Gabriel Oak and Bathsheba, Elizabeth-Jane and Farfrae. And 
in each of these cases the happiness is depicted still in the 
overhanging shadow of recent death. Hardy does not- dwell on ths 
happiness, he brings his lovers to that ' X
Huch more often does he deny this lot to them by nrc■r.nc c©in- 
cnGence. This is his art, to dwell on happiness lies outside 
it. Perhaps this is the ground for the accusation of pessi. © ist| 
but it does not seem fair to call a man a pessimist because he

Ibrings his novels to a tragic end. Nor must ve call Hardy a
. ipessim st because he chose to depict in the main the sinister

I
workings of ironic Fate, Still more foolish would it ce to try 
to show; that Hardy copied his pessimism from SchoponKfcxcr and 
the French pessimists and developed a set of emotions to harness , 
on his characters as r. P« Blackmur would have us believe. (1) 
From his elfeation of mind he sees the futility of the struggle 
but at closer range he sees the heroic grandeur of it. "In the 
double vision of main’s greatness and man’s futility lies the 
secret of Hardy’s tragedy, of his irony in its various degrees.“(2)(1) Bee ’lhorter Poems*  in' SoAjhe’rn"p. Black;. r.J •*

(2) Thomas Hardy by Harold Child.
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While the tragic novels seem to grow more despair in- ending 

in the black pa;es of the close of Tess of the prUrbeBvilles and 

Jude the Ob s enure the straggle seems to grow grander aid the 

nobility of soul more elevated. Toss is a much gre ter soul than 

Elfride or Bathsheba or Eustacia. If he was pessimistic ho 

believed in life; the tree pessimist gives up the str ■ v:le • 

in Hardy the greater the struggle the greater the soul even 
it is overcome. One of the best refutations of the y.

pessimism on the grounds of Hardy's respect for humanity is found

in H. i. Duffin's criticims

BIndeed, no writer Who nresen ts hwmn-kinc co w oriiii.ly 
can be a thorough-going pessimist. Your .rue 
pessimist is he who, like Swift, depicts man himself as 
degraded, contemptible. From Hardy's dark canvas 
thers stand out the heroic forms of a mighty Adam 
and a beauteous Eve. With him man is f r from. god-like, 
but still a moral being, rich in interest and of hi, h 
capacity. Neegaively, Hardy has few low tyres among 
his neople, and no scoundrels of the Dickens and 
Thicke ray order.” (1)

As has already been pointed out Hardy's was an intellectual
a

and not just a tempeimintal pessimism which had its basis in a 

metaphysically reasoned conception of the universe. His 

meeaphysics underwent many changes resulting from his imnressions 

but it always implied a growth of civilization. His observatio s 

and recordings of the ironies of coincidence and fate as they 

effected man's destiny never brought him. a solution, but his
- i.

sensitiveness of soul/.and love o^ humanity cormdled him to fry 

to solve them.

(!) Thomas Hardy by H. i. Duffin page 255.
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"Ho saw -so much pain and anguish in the world about 
him that he was continually pressed with the desire to 
know why they are there. He tried to solve the riddle 
and failed. Millions of men have made the same att - 
and failed likewise, but Hardy found it impossible to 
accept either Fitzgerald5^ bland resignation or 
Browingss illogical faith." (1)

But his faith in mankind. ls wiw ultimately seemed to grow 

in spite of the sralttnltcation of ironic fate and co ha-i 1- c> 

affecting man’s destiny adversely and finally worked its way
/

through to the gleam of hope recorded at the end of The ^yp.it*.

-■    -- -    - - -- - - - f-- — - - . . —■   .   ■  
(1) Hardy of Weesex——Carl. J. Weber page 230-231.
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' Hardy's earliest1 writings • were poems, many of which were 

published in mgasiner and papers but cost of which were kept till 

later. During his ncvee-iwiting Hardy continued to write* poetry 

and when the storm of Tess. of the D'Ube&friles and Jude the 

Obscure was over he calmly decided to turn to poetry and to write 

no more novels because \- 1 X
"to cry out In a passionate poem that the Supremo Power 
must bo either limited in power, or unknown y 
would cause merely a shake of the head; whereas he 
knew from his own experience that to put the same idea ' 
into argumentative prose would make his foes sneer or 
foam at the mouth and would set them all 'jumping upon 
me, a harmless agnostic'” (1)

Then in 1898 appeared his first volume Wessex Poems with

illustrations from his own hand, This volume was composed mostly 

of poems witten during the novel writingi In fact all eight of 

his volumes of neetry contained poems of this period.

If Hardy's short stories are foreshortened novels, his poems 

in many cases may be said to be foreshortened short stories.

"In s^eme fejr cases the verses were turned into prose 
and printed, as such, it having been unant^cipated at 
that time that they might see the light” says Hardy ini 
his Preface to the 'Weesex Poems!

The content of the dramatic poems and the short stories then can

be expected to be of the same fibre as the novels. We can expect 

to see coincidence abound, bidding man's destiny. W must look 

into the content of this class of poems particularly to examine 

the irony and compare it/with that of the tcv^].Sl

(1) Hardy of Weese-Carl J. Weber, page'186i
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Moreover the poems rive us the advantage of observing Hardy's

views over a wider range of life than was afforded in the 

novels. In the fourteen novels the influences of’coincidence, 

ironic situations can he traced on only a limited number of 

persons within a limited time and place, and only on a fraction 

of these can they he followed with intensity; in thc ooens

Hardy multiplies his vignettes of life affected by these and can 

show us, not so intensively, it is true, but in more numerous

Coses, in more situations, more places, more walks of life, in 

the foreword of the volume *Poems of the Past and Present * he 

says:

”$f the subject-matter of this volume—even that which 
is in other than narrative form—much is draBatic or 
impersonative even where not explicitly so,. fureover, 5 
that portion which may be regarded as individual comnri.se 
a series of feelings and fancies written down in 
widely- differing moods and circumstances, and at 
various dates. It will probably be found, therefore, 
to possess little cohesion of thought or harmony olf 
colouring. I do not greatly regret this. Unadjusted 
impressions have their value, and the road to a true 
philosophy o^ life seems to lie in humbly recording 
diverse readings of its phen^omena as they are forced

• upon us by chance and change.”

We can therefore exoect a wider range of Incident and impression 

o^ life in the poems than in the novels. It remains to be seen 

whether or not this changes his outlook.

As early as 1855 when Hardy was 'but twenty-five years of a.e 

we find him welting thatlFate ruled at least some of our lives■ ■ ■

comnri.se
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"and weep 
That Time the tyrant fell 

Ruled Anabel!
In the poem ‘Hap’ a year later not only has he reached the 

conclusion that ’Crass Casualty* rules all, but he wishes that 
man's suffering were at least amusing some ‘vengeful god’ 
because then it would at least be profiting someone; whereas

A
as it is man’s suffering goes for nought. " x

"But not so. How arrives it joy lies sly Ln, 
And why unblooms the best hope ever sown?
—Crass Casualty abstracts the sun and rain, 
And dicing time for gladness casts a moan.....' 
These purblind Doomsters had as readily strewn 
Blisses about my pilgrimage as pain" (1)

It is interesting, at the same time, to note that one of 
his earliest poems is at the same time one of his most bitter 
and satiric.

On the same- level as the tragic irony of the novels is
A •

A Tragedy. The Trernpwornan's teasing words caused
the jealous murder and the lonely Trampwoman remains ’Hunting 
The Western Moor.* Similar ironic tragedy is depicted in
A Sunday Horning Tragedy. It was indeed an ironic Fate that 
chose the Sunday morning the banns were published to be the death 
day of the young lover "Ay, Fortune worked thus wantonly." 
Love.which irony has turned to tragedy,shows Hardy’s strong 
contrast of the irony of Fate appearing in life in strong contrast 
to the . ».

"hoar, chbncel
“Where all’s the same."

In She Revisits . alone the church of.Her marriage.

(1) Hap 1866
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Likewise The Church Builder contains a hitter jest of Fate 
in which the can after ruining himself to build a church finds 
it unwanted and goes by night and hangs himself in its. The 
irony of finding the Builder's body in the church is shown in 
the soliloquy:-

"Well: Here at moon they'll light on me . 
Dangling in mockery " '
Of what he spent his substance on 
Blindly and uselessly I >
"He might,” they'll say,
"Have built, some way,
"A cheaper gallows—tree.”

The tragedy of Fate seems especially more significant 
because of .the good intention and heroic sacrifice of the 
builder. His religious purpose helps to intensify the dif
ference between what the tragic outcome is and what we wuld 
expect it to be. It is one of Hardy's deepest ironic poems. 
All these are merely examples of a series of his tragic poems 
which show man's destiny affected by the fates in an ironic 
humour.

Not all Hardy's poems show? this deeper philosophic irony; 
some co tain a more playful or lighter kind. Four Footprints 
is ironic but not tragically so. In this and The End of.the 
Episode the victims of the playfulness of the Fates show 
stoicism rather than surrender:-

'Ache deep,' but make no moans:
Smile out; bpt still suffer;
The paths of love are rougher 
Than thoroughfares of stones."
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Hardy can wite irony in a half-humorous way even though 

the subject be grave? in these cases his irony does not reach 

the serious philosophic side of life, but stops short and 

expends itself on the humour of the situation. The poor 

befooled wife of The Homecoming is not overcome by the ironic 

outcome of her ecpccations into running back to her ‘dear daddie* 

and resolves to stay. But the irony Whch is purely dram tic 

in this case is handled playfully by Hardy depictiiig'vtho sevei’e 

life to come in contrast with the arpara.. ' ;

of the bride. The Wind gruffly howling in the interposed two 

line stanza between the verses of the narrative acts as a 

reminder of the sterner aspects of maaried life to come. The 

irony in The Three Tall Hen is presented with a dram tic chuckle 

though it deals With death, The tall man’s coffin Wich he 

made for himslf was used for his brother, and a second one for 

his son, and a third lay unused bee?use he died at sea, Hardy 

represents the Fates in a playful mood about man’s destiny—one 

of the rare occasions on which he does so. The Cura'a*s H.’in-'ss 

bearing the sub-title A Workhouse Irony found Hardy in a merry 

ironical mood. The gradual working up to the humorous climax 

is heightened'by dialect. The poor old mm wants to jump out 

of the waggon on hearing that his wife is coWing to the workhouse 

too. Just as he consoles himself by the fact that she w.11 be in 

the womens section the curate inforas him that this ’harsh* order
• i.

has been rescinded by the Board. The curate’s kindness has 

Indeed become an irony But hhe good humour of hfce reader is not 

marred by any tragical outcome because we feel sure that the 

threat of the old man *. .
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’’Lot me Jump out' of the waggon and go back and drown re! 

At FusaoLy or Ten-Hatches Wer"

was not carried. out.

The tragic and the comic objects olf Hardy's ii’ony arc 

reflected in his poems as well as in the novels. It is,\urob-'sly 

true that Hardy was more bitter in the poems, this may be partly 

due to the fact that the poems are more curt aid sub tie. Ha: 

scorns tG give more attention in. his poems to the more bitter 

aspect of irony called satire.

The bitterness of illusion |s powerful?y shown in the poem A 

A Beauty's soliloquy. during her Honeymoon. Than she realizes 

her mrriage mistake too late, the fatal mistake secns ironically 

enough to be attributed to her dwelling too much on duty and 

not enough on her beauty before her marriage. The pride and 

vanity of*, life have rarely come- in. for such scornful words as t 
these from ’Lady Vi’

’’Religion is good for all who arc mock;
■ A • ■\ •

It stays in the Bible t’irough the week, 

And floats about the house on Sundays 

But does not linger on till Mondays. 

The ton. Commandments in one’s prime 

Are matter for another time,i y

’Tile gridfs and graves and things allied

In woll-bred talk one keeps outside.”
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Contrasted with this is his gentle irony of A Lender of 

Fashion in which he quietly shows the woman to be lacking in 
reality. Hardy was capable of strong invective and gentle satire 
and it is probably true that his gentlest is his greatest. Though 
he felt strongly, he seems to achieve the end of satire better 
when he avoids bitterness. In The Torn,Letter there Is satire 
on the quick temper which results in losing the sender's address 
after saner thoughts have cooled rag*;  The Telegram cc ■ Spains the— V
circumstances of a marriage of the sorry kind, and An East-end/
Curate depicts the conditions in the London slums where Mr. 
Dowle the clergyman seems to fare no better than his neighbour. 
This latter has all the gentleness of Addison's humour. In 
these poems the gentle irony of circumstances does not pass 
into the philosophic stage but remains within the borders of 
dramatic irony;.they are some of Hardy's best examples of this

a
kind. r

There is ample philosophic material in Hardy’s poetry, and 
he presents it under the cloak of irony. But in. the poems we 
find him speaking more directly to us than he did in his novels. 
They permit of a closer examination into Hardy's mind as it was 
affected by his "impressions of life. There is, of course, no 
possibility of tracing the poet's progress of thought since the 
poems were not written in order. He is straightforward enough 
in The Impercipient showing himself outside the faith of those 
who cling to dogmaWc reliiion:-

McMASTER UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
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"That With this bright believing band

I have no claim to be,

That faiths by which my com'ads stand

Seem fantasies to me,

And mirage-mists their Shining .and

Is a strange destiny"

The hee31esltels of God Is shown in T' w Boir'iib.'va - o- - • ■ • to •.—---------------- -----------~.—-

uchnowinft Cod leads him to the belief that something has Eone
J

with the plat:-

"Th®t some disaster cleft Thy scheme

And tore us wide apart"

but that this is not God’s fault; therefore the peasant believes 

that through Fate, God cannot hear bin but

"I’ll praise Thee as were shown to me

The mercies Thou wouldst show’.*"A- '
This sooss to be a rather satirical faith but Hardy's frank tryi ..g 

to hope that "it might be so" is also expressed in T?a Q-■• and 

indicates morn than the half-way position. In A Drerms Querth-■»«
God impatiently .dismisses the suggestion that he ceres about the 

criticism of his creatures; and in New Terr*s Eve he confessos 

his inability to explain his logicless labours.

There is a kind of metaphyacial fatalisa in the irony of

The Subalterns whhrein the Sty, the North, Sickness and Death, sh 

that they in their turn ere servants of a higher being and
, I

serve. The fatalism helps him bear the burdens of life-—
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”We sailed upon each other then,
And life to me had less
Of that fell look it wore ere when

«
They owned their passiveness.”

It is armchair philosophy ironically presented. Natures Questionin' 
nost powerfully represents* the question of Fate expressed through 
Hardy's ignorance of man's origins- , • *\

”0K corns we of an Automaton .
Unconscious of our pains?
Or are we live remains

Of Godhead dying downwards, brain and eye now gone?”
This is one of his bitterest indictments of the Supreme Being's 
order of the universe—a satire on the universe as a whole— 
Nature and Han< Here is represented the irony of our position 
affecting our destiny with the sup r-cdded irony of the Godhead 
Ga« knowing or being able to guide our- destiny. Life goes on, per
haps as an ironic j'est of the Godhead. Sometimes, and this is 
a good example of ''it, Hardy goes beyond th© irony that works man's 
destiny and shows it working the destiny of the universe or even 
the Cosmos. But even this Cosmic irony gives way to a gleam of 
hope in the blackness of night occasioned by the death of God;

'Still, how to bear such loss i deemed
The insistent question for each animate mind,

> ».And gasings,;to my* growing sight there seemed
A pale yet'positive gleam low down behind.”

Tils appears in God's Funeral written a year or so after "The
K x xDynasts.” < . "’Z

Irony at its best 'is depicted in the fifteen Satires 
.ofUMmaatemar; ■ __________ ____ ____ <
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those fifteen vignettes of life at bitterly ironic moments. Han/ 

of them touch on Hard's oft-recurring subject of ironic themes— 
love and marriage. In these we have the typical ironic situation, 
usually of the lighter dramatic type, although we fear as we 
read them that some of the situations will touch on the tragic 
if the ironic sitmtfon reaches its denouement later 
lives of the characters. Hardy's subtleness here adds to his 
poem. because if the subject. is expanded the short Tronic cut 

loses its curl. The happy young wife in At Tea, is blissfully 
ignorant of the position of the visitor sipping her tea. nu.l is 
likewise ignorant of the husband's 'stray glance yearningly.*  
By her Aunt's Grave is a slight satire on the theme 'out of 
sight out of mind*  when the headstone money goes to pay aimission 
to the dance. The irony of In the Cemetery has a touch of satire 
in the close when the mothers squabbling over the graves of their 
childrj^4 are told ironiially enough tha^ it is the grave of 

neither but that is merely a drains
”And as well cry over a new-laid drain
As anything else, to ease your pain!”

The irony of in the Study is two-edged; firstly the gayness of . 
the lady satirises the shortness and superficiality of the 
mourning period, just as in the previously quoted poem and seco dly 
the eagerness to sell the bdoks ''some score of the works of 
eminent d^ines' is merely^ to make my rooms a jLKUe smart" and 

not for need.
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Several of these are on the theme of the wrong people getting 
marriedy In the Nuntisl ChamberfAt a Watering-Place^In the Room 
of the Bride-Sleet. The question of Death claims the last four

«
of this series. The last two of them Over the Coffin and In 
the Moonlight have a melancholy note. It will be noticed th: t 
the theme of these Satires of Circur-stance is the theme of many 
of the novels compressed into a few lines- Thus •. _JV^seni

how Hardy slw irony in life, In our actions serious and light, 
and under various circumstances -

• Hardy shewed his so-called Pessimism or rather his serious 
reading of life in many of his poems- In the first stanza of 
To Life he seems to be saying that-in the maln^Ufe is sad and 
the pleasant or the-amusing is the exception rather than the 
usual?-*  ■

”0 Life-'with the sad seared face,
I weary of seeing Thee,
And thy draggled cloak, and thy hobbling pace,
And thy too-foreed pleasantry-**

In -the secondxstanza he goes on to tell that he knows it "Tells 
of Death, Time, Destiny--" Hany of his narratives with a bitter, 
cruel ironic end show the impression of pessimism- The Brotl er , ftA' ' ' 
is a tale of rape, murder and suicide; The Vamnirine Fair~is one ; 
of gloom and depravity; The Fifteen Satires of Circ - s c-

• i.
mentioned above seem to bera'te the nobility of life- With him*
at times life gets so bad that he sighs for the end as In
Tenebris 1,11,111 or at least personal unconsciousness ds in 
De Profundis- •-.
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"Black is night’s cope;

But death will not appal

One who, past doublings all, t

Walts in unhope

But if Hardy was sometimes weighted down by life's mis

fortunes he could also sing of* It in am optimistic vein. Some . 

of his poems, On a Fine Horning. The Darkling Thru*h  ‘USa a 

rest for life, a love of living. Particularly no 1 Zmorthy 

this respect is The Sou- of Roue

"0 sweet to-morrowl-

After to-day

There Wil away

This sense of sorrow.

Then let us borrow
7' •

Hope, for a gleaming

Soon will be streaming,

Dimmed by no gray" *.

Browning in one of his ecstatic flights of optimism could not 

have’ been metre enthusiastic. Moreover not ail his narrative 

poems have tragic or even sad endings—— The Bvsbeni ’ s V! "rn A 

Wife a- nd Another and A Queetion of Marriage show that irony of 

events does not always tern out to th© detriment of the race and 

. that people, reacting sensibly to Fate can do something to n.:< -.e
i ’

the outcome happy.. Hfs interest in life is shown in many of the

poems showing that wlihle his outlook on life may have -sen 

darkened in many cases when he viewed man's destiny controlled
< «
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by an ironic fate, he could also be interested in the things M 

that surround wan on this earth} interest like that found in 

the Blinded Pird. his dog * ' essex. and old Furniture.. He seemed, 

in this last mentions^. and a few other similar poets to ba 

tracing the history of some ironic aaquenca as spoken to him by 

these artiLcle3v'ii^ov/i.ng them as the witness of mm’s destiny ii.
// ’ . 

the making. This is true only on a larger scale ofthe poems 

on Roman ruins. Of the Roman Road he says—
y

"And thoughtful men
r

Contrast iss days of How and Then,
|

And delve, and mamre, and compare."
In the poem At a Ln aar Ecll.ja ha seas the smallness and 

unimportance of man; yet this did not tead Hardy to cynicism.
I - • ■

Some of the satiric poems and a few epitaphs have a tinge of 

cynicism in them, but usually hardy is interested in showing 

how important man’s life is to each individual here and now in
4

spite of the fact that Fate has left him little control over its
I

dostiny and that ironic events seem always to be working for i 

his ruin. The man. in Romm Gravomvunds is not interested in t j
greatness of the ^gions that Me buried about him as he walks/ 

along to bury his pet; the i^mpertant thing to him is not how C,
vy 

life treated them but that he has been derived of tais creature
Even after the most cruel dealing of Fate we see Hardy’s I 

tenderness in the poems;,in fact the mure cruel the stroke the 

more tenderness he breathes into his poem.
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In the Dream of the City Shopwoman he expresses sympathy for 

those whose destiny must be worked out in the city; On the 

Portrait of a Woman about to be Hanged, he blames ‘this riot 
of passion’ on t^hs ’It* of Hie Dynasts who has implanted this j 

gorra in frer. TMs is not merely putting the ’blame on heredity^ 

as in Tess of the DWrlbwilles; it is more than that. The vonan. 

is a victim of an ironic fate since she had nothing "to Co with 

the implanting of the germ, and Hardy shows her every sympathy;) 

he expresses not only feeling for her the victim but sadness 

because her Causer had ironically
/Z "And with a j’urblind vision

/s' ■ 1 I
Sowed a tare

In a field so fair 1
t

And a thing of symetry, seemed to view

Brought to derision,"

Hardy’s ’It’ has, ironically enough, implanted this deadly germ 

in a fair creature thus making the offence mu'e odious. He 

expresses the same tenderness To an Unborn Pauper Child and
I 

would try to shield it from a destiny dictated by Fate which 

destiny augwrs ill for the happiness of the innocent victim. 

Hardy’s tenderness and feeling for the victm? o^ ironic clrcwa-f
stances seems to grow in direct proportion to the victim’s 

inability to help himself; he is particularly touched when the f / 
vJ ■ 

ironic circumstances are of the motapiysical order. ’

The Great War 1914-18 gave Hardy’s "pale glem of hope”
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a jar from which he never seems to have recovered and added to 
his pe^inism. In it he seems to seo the workings of malevolent/ 

Fate particularly on the poor and lowly, a multiplicity of I
events on irony directing human destiny. This jar was all the 
worse because Hardy in 1902 had sounded the death-knell of 

the Battle-God;-
'\

"Let men rejoice, let men deplore
The lurid Deity of heretofore -

Succumbs to one of saner nod} 
The Battle-god is god no more." /

The war won from Hardy perhaps his most scathing satire on • 

religion and Christianity* Christmas 1924 is one of his most 
pessimistic poeasj that the war put the faint gleam of hope 
much farther ahead is seen from these lines from this poemx— /

. i
"Peacp upon earth J'".was said. We sing it, 
And pay a million pr^sfo to bring i.t. '

After two thousand years of mass
We’ve got as far as poison-gas." x

The poetry then is on the theme of the novels: the same 
intermingling of much tragedy with a little comedy, most ofI
which is shown ’through ironic nappenings. If his tlierae in 

the novels and short stories had been to "show the grandeur 
underlying the sorriest things and the sorriness underlying 
the .roanlest of things," he held 16 it la the poems. He was

. i
pre-eminently occupied with man’s condition of being blind
folded by Time, Chance and Space} he saw man’s inability to 
control his destiny to any great extent.
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His heart goes out to those victims of ironic events who could 
not have foreseen the outcome. The range of the poems is 
wider than that of the novels} it contains more direct reference

e •

to his philosophy and shows in a more direct vay his own 
reaction to the effects of ironic events partlculortly on 
the middle and lower classes. He saw haman endeavour thwarted 
and human happiness destroyed by the action of circumstance 
and coincidence as the indifferent power ruling the, actions 
of man, their outcome and hence their destiny. He expressed 
more satire in the poems, some of which was of the bitterest; 
if he sometimes seems to sneer at human weakness and stupid 
human conventions, more often is he resentful of the little 
control man has over his destiny. This is the sense in which 
it may be said-that the novels only lead up to the poems end 
that the poems are a more intense, more divirsified, more 
personal and a wider "reading of life" through observations, 
impressions and opinion.
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If the poems may, in a sense, be said to be the con- / 

tinuation of the novels, there is a sense also in which
« II the "Dynasts" may be said to be a continuation and

swmnsration of the poems. Here the impressions and ideas 
stored up over the course of a lifetime were given under 
the symbolism and terminology of the Philosophy of the 
Will. He shows here systematically that especially in war 
is man’s free will of very circumscribed limits-mam from

I the 'greatest* to the meanest. He could show this by
choosing a period of war rather than peace because 
evidently in war, especially war on a great scale like that 

■ i
of the Napoleonic era, man is more obviously the creature of 
fate. Even the title implies a fatalistic touch in that 
this is all a game of kings and fulers who seem to be at 
the mercy of fate and therefore much more so are the 
multitudes whom they rule and whose destinies they guide. /

In the preface Hardy saysx-
"It was thought proper to introduce, as 
supernatural spectators of the terrestrial 
action, certain impersonated abstractions, 
or intelligances, called Spirits. They are 
intended to be taken by the reader for what 
they may be Worth as the contrivances of the 
fancy merely. Their doctrines are but tentative, 
and are advanced with little eye to a 
systematized philosophy warranted to lift i
•the burtJien of the mystery* of this unintelHgible J 
world."

But just as his recording of life in the novels resulted in I 
I 

a vision of life so does this machinery express more
I

explicitly the same vision of life. Hardy has simply given /
• •• ■ . -Jnames and a kind of abstract personality to his intelligences
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. P and Spirits which allows them to see, converse, ask questions 

as part of the drama instead of ns doing it in our own mind. - 
In the novels and poems we could merely hear the tick of«
the clock of the Universe and read the time from the dial, 
in The .Ipniasts the hack has been removed and while we do

. I
not understand from this what makes it go we can sea all tha 
works depending on the action of the mainspring, the j
Immanent Will. /

In the very first words of the fore-seene the Shade 
of the Earth asks "What of the Immanent Will and Its design?” 
and ths Spirit of the Years makes answer:-

"It works unconsciously, as heretofore, 
Eternal artistries in Circumstance

In fact the role of each of the celestial sjpiMts is clearly\ 

shown in the Fire Scene. The Immanent Will appears as tha 
impulsion and condition under which the destiny of man is 
worked out. The ancient Spirit of the Years together with 
the chorus explains what the Will is and how it works. It 
is unfeeling, all the feeling being left to the Spirit and 
chorus of the Pities—-they plead and protest. They show 
Hardy's reactions resulting from his observation, sensitive 
nature and resulting reaction, his innate love of human 
nature as the result of the Immanent Will. The rebuffs 
that their pleadings receive merely go to drive home the 
unconsciousness of the Immanent Will resulting in man's 
little control over his destiny. It is Irony of Circumstance 
expressed in poetry. ,
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The Spirits Sinister and Ironic are diametrically opposed 
to the Spirit of the Pities. He Spirit Ironic Is always on 
hand to point out the irony of the situation*  He does not 
need to say much—-in the Fore Scene he utters only two words— ' 

Ten the Spirit of the Pities says "Let this terrestrial tragedy—" 
then the Spirit Ironic breaks in with "Kay*  comedy—" It is enough

X

tofishis . place. The Spirit Sinister seems to be working for 
the downfall of man and to be ever trying to turn his destiny 
fo a tragic end. His reply, the first introduction we have 
to him, on learning that the unconscious "It" Is performing as 
usual is

"Good, as before*
My little engines, then, will still have play."

It is interesting to note that the Ironic Spirit and the spirit 
Sinister are different persons, each with a different role. It 
is the Spirit Sinister that enjoys the misery of man and is the 
representative of Calibanism . Irony’s task is simply to point i
out the incongruities and chuckle over them. This, as a 
sidelight, would seem to uphold the theories of these who 
believe that Hardd's only utterance of Salibanism, the famous 
"President of the Immortals" passage in Tess of the D'Urbervillss 
was wrung from Hardy's woul in the bitterness of his feeling for 
Tess and her tragic end. The victim of all these spirits In 
Conjunction with the Immanent Will is the Spirit of Earth, 
representing man the victim of their machination^. The purpose 
of the introduction of these Phantom Intelligences is well
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illustrated by Harold Child in his book 'Thomas Hardy*—
"These lhantom Intelligences, affected by the action, commenting

II 
on it and sometimes interfering in it are Hardy's answer to the \
great 'why** Without these The Dynasts would be an epic of
nations and men; with them it is an epic of the universe and of 
human lift.'* When man's will is in agreement with the __ Immanent 
Will no suffering results but when man's will is in oisagrssment 

IJ

trouble arises* The part of this that shows Hardy's fatalism is 
that the 'It* is unconscious and ran can do nothing about it} 
he is the silent victim of an unconscious power—The Spirit 
of the Lities asks

"Why doth It so and so, and ever so
This viewless, voiceless Turner of the Wheel!"

Hardy's reply to those who criticized his philosophy and his use 
ox celestial machinery to show his philosophy is given in his 
own words:*

"What the reviewers really assert is, not 'This is an 
untrue and inartistic view of life,* but 'This is not 
the view of life that we people who thrive on conventions 
can permit to he painted.' If, instead of the 
machinery I adopted, I had constructed a theory of a world' 
directed by fairies, nobody would have objected, and the 
critics would prooably have said 'What a charming 
fancy of kr. Herdy's!' Hut having chosen a scheme which 
may or may not be a valid one, but is presumably much 
nearer reality than the fancy of a world ordered by dairies wouM tie, they straightway lift their brows." (1)

‘The last part tends to show that Hardy seriously set about showing 
plainly and in a sense accounting for, as far as is possible, all, 
the ironic sequences of events, play of fate, coincidence that

(1) looked in 'Later Years' page 104

soraatir.es
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he pictured objectively in the novels and poems. Events seemed 
to point out to him that a fancy he had often held and expressedi 
that the never-ending push of the Universe was an unpurposivet
groping in the line of least resistance might possibly be the 
real truth. He reserved one of the most trying times in man’s 
history for exhibiting his system. It '"as not something new 
that he: "as trying out; he was simply using the formal? 1 
terminology of Schopenhauer to elaborate his ideas/which he had \ 

adopted as lonn afo as his earlisst poems and the more tragic ( 
of his novels.

Even in the relation of the historical facts Hardy does not 
refrain from using irony. Maria Louisa tells of the many 
important prophecies in the Apocalypse concerning Napoleon’s 
death, one of which is that he is to die this year. "rhile she t 

syys she does ■Basaas not attach overmuch importance to thesej 

slie exclaims "but 0, how glad I shouW. be to see them come tru|."
1The knowing audience is aware that Maria Louisa herself Is to fee- I — *■I 

his next wife and the dramatic irony is heightened when, 
discussing Napoleon's forthcoming divorce she says:-

"I am sure that the Empress her mother «ill never allow One 
of the house of Romanoff to marry with a bourgeois Corsican, *1 

wouldn’t if I were she." As the coach bearing Maria Louise 
appDoachesjNapoleon and Murat rush up to it and look in the 
window<—-Maiie Louise shrin’king hack inside exclaims

"Ah Heavenl Two highway men are upon us."
but after the Equerry announces the Emperor she says ironically
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enough "You are so much better looking than your portraits that \ 

I hardly knew you—” This amid the blushing and confusion of ' 

the Ar-chduulihes- These are examples of lesser dramatic irony; 

but the reader Who is expected to know the outcome of history 

sees a gri^pr dramatic irony extending as far as destiny in the
• • - _ - / • • ’ 

scene which represents the Old Giuard and other regiments

• honouring the picture of the young Ling of Rome playing at
I

cujp-ank-baH, the ball being represented by a globe/- The irony of 

fate had destined other ends for the son than it had for the 

father*

The whole epie-drma may be considered to be a satire on wsuA 
but the satire boils up and comes through in words from the j

mouth of Nappleon when through his glasses he views the Rursian / 

ecclesiastics passing through the regiments bear^^; the iccn 

and other reUgjious insignia while the Russian soldiers kneel
I 

before it—he says /

"Ay* Not content to stand on their own strength, /

They try to hire the enginry of Leaven- 1
1 am no theologian, but I laugh

That men can be so grossly logiclecc,
• I

Vhen war, defensive or aggressive either,

Is in its essence Fagsan, and opposed 

To the whole gist of Chriitianity-"

This would also seem to be a satire on CCh-rstianity and the 

remark of Beesilrls provides a kind of anti-citaax to both satires
\ • Jji

when he says- /
" ’Tie to famticize their-courage sire*"

In announcing his intention of "gilding the dome of the Invalides 

in the best gold leaf" to make the people forget the fateful u ,
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Russian campaign, Napoleon is unconsciously uttering another 

satire on wear. The horrible scenes of human degradation 

pictured among the deserters of Sir oohn Moooe's army speak
«

for themselves and are stronger than any invective*  Point is 

added to the picture by the curt utterance of the Spirit Ironic!

"Quint poesy, and real romance of war!"

His evident intention is to expose war as forced -upon reluctant and 

suffering peoples by ambitious despots. In the reene after
I

Waterloo the Chorus of the Years is in awe at the havoc

wreaked by the ironic events as it views and bespeaks the 

destruction of earth creatures, snails, moles etc. by the 

trampling armies o^ Wsaerboo. Hardy was not content with having \i 
the leaders of war and the actual combbtsuits viewed as sufferers - 

through- the Immanent till; he shows us the country folk of his 

own Wessex, the poor o^ Fris, the rabble of Spain affected by 

it. Not content with this he extends the picture oo the dimb)

smaier creatures and shows that they in their turn are, as a 

consequence, victims of the same unseeing Force that claims Man 

higher up in the scale. Us satire against war is extended 

throughout the whole drama; the Spprit o^ the lities is 

continually drawing the readers attention to the pitircssnrss 

of the dehacle or rather seems to be voicing the reader's silent 

opinion. The sameo spirit is continually brnggngg hhe iony ct 1 
the situation before our eyes; in hie asking 'why* and receiving ' 

nothing but rebuffs or a curt reply from the Splits Ironic or 

munster he proves ocneOusivrly that man is indeed the victm 

°o circumtttsce in the ererSt oo van I
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At times Napoleon admits that he is the victim of 

circumstances and on these occasions tardy had him take his 
place as the puppet of the Immanent Will, acting through it 
on other men. After Moscow Napoleon exclaims to Baria Louise 
who has been questioning him on the loss of the army.

. Naplleon (withi a twitch of displeasure)
— \

You scarcely understand.
• II meant the enterprise and not its stuff...!

I had no wish to fight, nor Alexander,
But circumstance impaled us each on each;
But Genius who outshapes my destinies
Did all the rest!"

He replies this to the Queen of Prussia*
"Some force within me, baffling my interest,
Barries me onward, whether I will or no.
By star, sty star, is what's to blame—not I.

It is unswervable."
IIn his troubled sleep he murmurs

"Why hold me my own master, if I be
Ruled by the pitiless llanet of Destiny."

Thus does Napoleon act when in his decline. While on the upward■ 
path to success he makes no mention of 'his star*  or the 
•Planet of Destiny'; his successes even fool the Spirit Ironic 
into remarking "The Will itself is Slave to him!" but the Spirit 
Ironic has become used to seeing man adversely affected by the Will 
much oftener than he is used to seeing success brought about by , 
the will of man and the Immanent Will coinciding. But throughout
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Napoleon is the puppet of the Will and when his usefulness is > f 
over he is cast aside and forgotten and tiie "pale pathetic _/

peoples still plod on." /
The Pities represent Hope and keep it alive throughout the 

play. The Spirit Ironic is sceptical and seems to rebuff the
Spirit of the Pities when the latter decides to pray to 'It*

A \
to "take away this evil day" by implying that *It*  has ho heart.

I 
The tragedy lies in conscious man being forced to be the 
puppet of a blind Will. There is irony in the fact that man 1 
the conscious must be directed by the 'It' the unconscious; \

I the Spirit Ironic points out the hopelessness that results,
\ 

the Spirit Sinister points out the resulting c£aos. Man the 
conscious is blinded by time and place and must be at the mercy

Iof the unconscious Immanent Will. - ’
The aftermath results in a discussion among the Spirits 

and Choruses in the After Scene,tne result of their observations \ 

of'the action of the orama. The Spirit of the Pities immediately/ 
wonders if "bla^kness be for aye?" /

"Men gained cognition with the flux of time '

And wherefore not the Force informing them?"
An evident result of Hardy*s be^ef in evolution is seen here / 
in his hoping that even‘tually the governing Force will attain I 

as high a standard of consciousness as' the governed, man. The \ 

incongruity of the thing presents the whole action of the drama 
and its set-up as flooded with an ironic light. The Spirit
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Ironic in his only utterance in the After Scene is still sceptical 
even about the reality of the spectacle and wonders If it is
Just some grand illusion of the Will, But Hardy dbes not identi fy 
himself with the Spirit Ironic in its scepticism or with the 
Spirit Sinister in its sardonicianj he has Identified himself 
throughout the drama with the Spirit of the FIties.>\True to 
his conviction he shows the ’It* becoming more tender, "must 
not 'Its* heart awake," and the drama ends on that note cf hope 
of the Chorus that the Will sill evidently become consciouss- 

"Consoiousness the Will info^ing, till It fashion all I 
things fair." Hardy in his own words said tnis was his own i 
idea solely and expressed the hope that consciousness would also ] 
neider the -ill sympathetic. w

Much of the Irony that Is serous enough to aff -ct man's d I 

destiny which we have called "piillosophic Irony” has been ca^u^’se] .

by the unoonioCous ‘It* decreeing things and not being able to ■ 
foresee their serious eonsquenoei on the destiny of man. The 
reaeon then for this lr<ny is the 'Its* unconsciousness and 
therefore callousness With the growth of consciousness evolving 

In the ‘It* Hardy sees some practical grounds for his "evolutionary i 
meliorism" and it Is in The Dynasts that he sets this forth in 
definite terms. The all important question of consciousness 
may be summed ups- . »

"In the Dynasts we have not only been shown with great 
poetic Justice a full perspective of life as seen thiough the 
various elements of human personality, but reason itself has 
fully faced reality and not ended on a note of soeptCeCsm, 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 I 

(1) Later Years Page 125"-------------------------------------------HL.
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despair, or fatalism, but on an attempt to face the problem
of consciousness, which runs through all existence.n(1)

• I.

(1) The Dynasts and the Post-'—r /I e in Poetry
Amiga Chakravartn»-Oxford University-Press 1938 page 74

■ • ■ . - .|, ■ .

r /** ■
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Let us suppose three men each having the same outlook, 
concepts, visions, sensitiveness and power of observation, 
born of the sane parents, raised in the same 'rnilieu,,but

1
differing in gifts of communication. The first of these 
could tell us plainly what he saw, felt and thought; the 
second could write plain articles for a philosophic mag
azine the third could put his visions and concepts into fine

J
novels, poetry, and drama. The difference between the first 
and second would not be as great as between the second and 
third. In a word the third is an artist,as well as one who 
thinks and feels, the first two merely think and feel. Hardy 
could not only feel and think but write creatively of what he- 
felt and thought. We must be‘careful when considering the 
thought and outlook of an artist not to overlook the artistic 
side of his production. No apology therefore need be made 
for inserting a section on Hardy's art, for if his irony is 
to mean anything it can mean something only through its 
presentation.in artistic form. We must therefore make a 
brief study of Hardy's art in the use of Irony in his three 
types of literary production, prose, poetry and drama.

It is in his treatment of life that we must look for 
Hardy's art in the use of irony. All of us are ironists with- 
in varying degrees—we all dse verbal irony, we experience 
dramatic irony and we feel the effect of this dramatic irony 
on our destiny when it involves the things of destiny, in a 
word philosophic irony in the facts of our own life.
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But to reproduce the facts of these various phases of irony in

the life of another or to be able to record the passing impressions
v

of life in light of this irony or Wiat is more difficult to record 

a whole series of united historical events as it affects a
• I

great portion of the world, all this requires the work o^ an j
artist Who can think and feel deeply. ,*

Tat strikes us greatly throughout all of Hairiy’s work is 

his sense as an observer Who is both impassioned and analytical; 

if he were not impassioned his works would be unfeeling and w 

wuld have only an imppeessonnit. It is his sensitiveness, then, 

that gives his work soul. He ' is analytical, and his power of 

analysis forces him to look into the sufferings and problems of 

mankind and seek an- answer to the eternal 'why’* Because he was 
anilytical ant analysed the problem of suffering he came to see I 

irony o^ fate affecting man’s destiny more than anything else; 

hence IH-ady’s preoccupation with the ironies o^ life. Tat 

goaded him on in the analysis of these ironies was his great

feel:ng for mand-cmi. The novels therefore are rfich in details

that are subordinate to but help foraulato his design. He does i
not allow himself to be deceived by sentimennality aM to be side

tracked from the natural outcome o^ the sequence. His seriousness
* 

of conception will mo allow it*  His ronny and satire were added

by observation to make the whole realistic.

It has been pointed cut before in this study that his use 

o^ coincidence seems justifiable on the grounds of realism. 

Hardy has often been accused of 'loading the dice*  to have the

■ ”.J
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t r
/ result appear as he wants it so that he can stand and rail at fate \ 

and the evidently unseeing First Cause* But readers of Hardy agree'
I I

that even if such be the case, the coincidence is so cleverly i 
planned as almost to beguile us into believing it ib realistic. ? j

Some events in the novels, of course, put a strain on our 
credulity; it is difficult to understand Henchard’s selling 
of his wife which event had such serious consequencesvpn his 
destiny and we might argue that she should have appealed, for 
Justice, but it must be remembered that Hardy is writing about 
Wessex, perhaps the most backward part of England. But thousands . j • 

of things happen around us in the course of a year that we cannot1 j 
understand. The fact that a few things are depicted, that are 
not understandable merely adds to the realism of the ironies of 
life.

K Because Hardy is a ’realist he took the attitude he did. It / 

was not because he was ill-disposed towards life that he decided 
to concern himself with Its ironies; it was because he was a realist 
We have found that Hardy has given examples in his novels of 
how this irony does turn out to be of comedy—’The Hand of 
EtHeltserta• mid *Far from the MaddXnR Crowd• are the best of these. 
But even here he realistically painted the happy outcome of the 
ironic train only after it had led up to events of a semi-tragic 
strain.’ Bathsheba’s marriage to Troy must have had serious 
results for Gabriel Oak at the time—so likewise did Ethelberta’s 
lack of attention to Christopher j j But if Hardy’s ironic sequence 

f usually leads to tragedy in his novels dt was so represented f 

because Hardy saw it usually leading to tragedy in real life. He 
was not using the irony that he saw in life to lull or soothe events
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to th© usual 'happy ending*. That a novelist can do this i< 

and still maintain a reputa^on for rea^sm speaks highly i 

of his art. He was not writing fiction, he was writing 
facts; he took his art too seriously to make of it a light 
entertainment, an escape; he knew that people prefer to be 
charmed into an illusion of happiness but he did not choose i 
to degrejate his . art into pandering to public amusement. 
An artist can make beauty cut cf all things glad dr sad and

■ Hardy did so. Why did Hardy not listen to the pleasJ
of some of his readers and have Tess welcome back Angel 
Clare from Hrizil? Hot simply because he had a theme to 
prove but because| h© saw the tragic sffect on Toss's character 

of the ironic sequence of events as realistic. A lesser 
artist would easily have descended to open invective against 
unjust society and descended to preaching. The same t xing 
could have happened ffde the Obscure in which case the

\ preaching would have taken the form of a long tirade against . 

education only for the rich.
The action of ironic events on the great characters (by I 

this I do not mean necessarily the important personages 
but thooe who haw depth oo charaater like CCyci Yeeotoght 
and Gabriel Oak) in the hands of a great artist serves but to 

ennoble hOem. They could easily become weak in ttr tantb of: 
a lessor artist. Gabriel Oak might in such a case have dwind
led into the 'martyr' type, Similarly but in opposite 
direction the characters of Troy, FitZB^^s and Wildeve 
could have descended into the •vill?*?'’ .lain' Type. Hen^erd's 
character is built up to show the effects of a benevolent fate

■ . I

:}■ •
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and then of a malevolent fate upon It but it still retains the j 

grandeur even in the will found after his death by Farfrae and 
Ellzabeth-Jone. The buffetings of a ma* levolent irony have not L

-■ ... .................. - ----------------------------------------------—■

(1) The Art of Thomas Hardy-Lionel Johnson Rage 66

led him into a pose of heroism. \
Hardy seems to have achieved this fortunate result of true \ 

artistry objecttvety by skilful, h^mn- of his story, by 
elaborating as few novellas have done the part playedAby iland- / 

scape in daily life and skill in showing its symbolism and 
significance, and by his style.

By the skilful handling of his story we mean the patient 
elaboration of events towards their end. That even critics of , 
his philosophy admit his art in tale-telling is seen from this 
passages

"Line upon line, as characters unfold, and passions wake,! 
and motives nest or cross, the reader's mind falls into H 
step with the writer's: to vary the figure, I might say 
that the reader answers the writer's call, as one in
strument another, by sympathy. But so quietly do the fine actors perform their allotted parts, without strut rnd 
blare and fustian, but in the plain beauty of all natures,1 
faithful to themselves; that when they have done, we seem 
to have assisted at the progress of a story within our 
actual experience: romance? we ask ourselves: psychology? 
or what is the name for this spirit of simple truth? After 
all——this rich play of passions and emotions, with its . 
ancient elements in their modern combinations, deserves no 
poorer name than truth.” (1)

• | 
This Is why coincidence seems not stranger than truth; why the

t 
ironic events seem to act so naturally upon a character moulding it
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to its destiny; why the dramatic irony does not Jar the reader j 
into disbelief.and revolt against the realism of the story. I

In his use of descriptive background Hardy becomes symbolic’ 
and philosophic*  Nature description is not used merely to pad / 
his pages or to add a few 'purple patches*  to an otherwise sad 
tale. He loves to paint the seasons in their varied circle of 
changes and this symbolizes the continual play of change in 
the life of man as well as the passage of time; - they show his 
Instructive sensibility to man and all things that affect his 
destiny; they are the symbol of the irrevocable fate that man 
is powerless to change; Egdon Heath with its background of human ' 

history is a fitting place for his characters to experience the 
doingB and undoings of a fate that reveals itself through ironic 
events. Hardy's description of it quickens our thoughts in 
serious matters affecting mankind. The changes wrought in Egdonj 

are slow but they are indeed sure; in writing of Wessex Hardy I 
had ample place, time and peace to meditate on the effects of fate 
on man's destiny. Hardy had melancholy and it was here that he 
could read the grandness and sadness of natiure; here he could se^ 
Egdon as the symbol of the long unchanging history of mankind. I
Here he could meditate and probably draw some melancholy consolation 
from the view.that the irony of events must have held at least as 
mutch tragedy for the ancient Homans buried. hereabout as it has I 

for the present living characters of his stories. The curtain 
against which the tragedies bf his stories were acted must be in 
harmony with "the action and. outcome and *Q place suited the artistry 
of Hardy be^er. So closely has he?coiri>insed background with the7

J
* <

, ' ■ ■
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Irony of circumstance that it is difficult for us to imagine
a more fitting background for Hardy’s narratives.

The patient elaboration of Hardy’s stories of course of • 

itself pays tribute to his prose style. The description oft
Egdon at the beginning of The Return . of the Native as well 
as all descriptions of seasons that contribute in an indescrlbabl 
way to the background of the ironic events woula fall short of. 

their goal if Hardy were not a master of prose style. To put 
it shortly we nay say his form is proper to his subject; in it 
he put forethought and scholarly workmanship. Whether we 
examine the heightened passages or open the novels at random

I
we note his style is sure, graceful, natural^ It does not 
detract from the events but adds to them. There is no posing*

I
His happy delineation of the speech of the Wdssex rustics adds 
to the background of simplicity against which the train of 
ironic events shines in greater contrast than if this were J'f"; 

the speech of sophisticated society. His style of writing1
reminds us of Egdon Heath. He shows familiarity with his 
subject that does not distract the reader; his art was the 
art of creation of spirit and background so important in 
depicting ironic events and their results. His description of 
nature add greatly to the spirit of fate running through his 
novels. Old things call up to Hardy the struggles with ironi^ 

events of those connected with them; with him nothing is dull! 
that treats of h-man life even indirectly; he can read in it 
all if not an instrument at least a witness of irony working 
out man’s destiny. . \
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Hardy seems to have made very little distinction between 

I 
his poetry and his prose; he had no set of stereotyped 
phraseology to adorn the pages of his poems in an artificial 
manner. What has been said of his prose style may likewise 
bo said of his poems; they are the poems of a novelist. His . 
poems are. of the substance of his novels, giving us the react-\ 
ion of his thoughts to events, the moving realisation cf his 
metaphysics in respect to man's destiny directed'by an unknown 

First Cause—-these form the subject of his lyric philosophy.
In this his art was great because he was true to his own tempei 
ament. Ue examine the hundreds of short, compact narratives, 
events, reactions to a given set of circumstances and wa con

clude from their sincerity that he felt or experienced every 
one of them. His pootry t xen is subjective and he viewed 
objective events subjectively. He saw ironic events affecting 
rnans’s destiny and he seems to have put himself in the place ' 
of humanity so affected wihich gives to his poetry the sterlin 
quality of truth. This increased by his feeling for dramsj'he 
can condense a whole important experience or series of events 
and this succinctness increases the startling effect of the 
ironic event or the dart of fate. The Satin Shoes could 
easily be expanded into a short story, but in the poem the 
suddenness of the madness and of the bride being hurried away fI 
to the madhouse and *of the swift dexterity with which the rust 
works to get her to the madhouse, all have an effect cf suddj 
mess which enhances the effect of the ironic train of events ’ 
making their swiftness symbolic of man's helplessness. This '

. ■ . . ii
story in prose, even Harddf prose, would not produce this \ j 

ni%e effect that is produced by the poetry.
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This power of concentration has made Hardy one of the great | 

epigrammatists; it is the essence of the qualities of description 
found in his prose writings. It is true that his intensified 
description has in some cases led to cacaphony but the 
harshness does not destroy the power. To offset this he has ■ •
added remarkable variety to his line, and while not a si&ve to 

rhyme, even a superficial reading of his poems reveals remarkable 
music In many of them and in most cases fine adaptation of 
stanza form to content. When quick action Is desired as in
T.-e Fhantcm Horsewoman the short line in Hardy's hand is eloquent; 
the long conversational lines of In 4 >; m Servants*  Quarters

i '
are well adapted to the argument of the poem. The short cut

i
of the sarcastic verses Satires of Circumstance finds 
counterpart In the short line and the abrupt, subtle ending of 
all fifteen poems. The stories in poetry that have tragic irony 
also show the curtness—-for example Lady Vi. The Flirt's Tragedy; 
Lengthening of these would dilute the Effect. In his satiric 
poems he has a cartain element of quietness that deepens the 
effect; even when he feels strongly and wants to cut deeply1
he never becomes boisterous but maintains this quietness that
, f

ikdds a firm "touch to ids points.

No doubt Hardy was nearer to life In his poetry where he
I

iid not feel himself bound to hold to his story but could wander 
off Into a philosophic bit of explanation without apology and

'v - ■cauM present a bit of■irony of !ife and Vnen leave it. In
’ s I
vef^e he could give his exper^nce of !ife better. Moreover as 
heihkmself adhaits he was not limited in scope in his verse by the
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respect of both the prose and the poems can be applied to 
The Dynasts I The subject of war was especially fitting to 
Hardy's view of the irony of fate; it gave him unlimited scope-

I
for his powerful satire on War. The play is skilful as a 
drama; well-managed as to sequence of events affecting those 
of low and high degree in all parts of Europe. The very extent 
of the'dramatic action, belligerent, diplomatic and social 
would put to the test the greatest dramatic powers to confine 
it to the written page. It was success in achieving the dram- <
atization together with the absorbing vividness of the des-

1 
cription that made the satire of war so striking. If Hardy's I
powers had failed him in bringing love to us the the terrors
of the Napoleonic period, the strength of the satire would 
have been sapped. For example the utter misery and social and 
moral degradation of the scenes depicting Sir John Moore's 
deserters, and of the flight from Moscow need no elaboration

I
to show their effect on the ' reader. They are the best example

. i
ef that satire sharpened by grimness. In these representat
ions vivid prose has well served Hardy's purpose. In The 
Dynasts Hardy has used
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numerous metric mosaics varied skilfully to avoid monotony and/ 

adapted to the nature of the narrative.
The pfynasts is not only an imposing historical drama— 

it is a drama of th© delineation of fata and ironic events 
working on the destiny of men of all. ranks and stations in lifeu 
As the historical drama is unfolded the philosophic drama 
between the Phantom Intelligences started in the Fore-Scene 
moves along as an accompaniment to and commentary dn the 
historical part and reaches a climax and conclusion in the 
discussions of the After-Scene, Hardy has not left us a vague I 
picture of an inconclusive cosmic commentary but has 
systematized for us his conclusions and put them clearly into 
the mouths of the Phantom Intelligences, The vast human tragedy 
has not been aimless; it has at least shown us where we stand

- j
in the scheme of things and having found out why ironic events l 

do play such an impoitant part in man's destiny we feel much 
less resentful, ,

I
The cosmic view of the wvents which represents armies 

moving as "caterpillars crawling," soldiers working on th© 
Lisbon fortifications as appearing like "cheese-mites" and 
ships ploughing the oceans "like preened duck-feathers across 
a pond" helps us view things through the eyes of the Phantom 
Intelligences as well as helping us to view the insignificance 
of man. It shows us how helpless man is before ironic events 
and bring us to Hardy's sidenith the Spirit of the Pities,

So then In The Dynasts we are given the core of Hardy's 
views on Ironic fate affecting man's destiny. We have the /
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strongest of satire side by side with the greatest appeals of 
the Spirit of the Pities. Through the series of catastrophes

K 
resulting from irony of events affecting saa's destiny Hardy

• « has moved to a kind of bitter resignation, crowned by the 
glimmer of hope.

"The force of an inner glow of ironical and pathetic 
ardour, whicn heahs,animateS) and raises such a mass, though it /

/ fails to melt it into one pure and coherent alloy, awakes 
a respectful and serious admiration in the reader." (1) (

Hardy was adapted by Nature to write of Irony and Fate in 
respect to man's destiny. He was not an artist who bent his 
gift arbitrarily to this end. Because he was adapted to it by 
Nature he did it with such success aid such art. His sincerity 
caused him to deny himself the beliefs and hopes not acceptable 
to his reason. Perhaps the greatest thing that can be said about 
his preoccupation with irony is that it exalts and purifies. 
He turned his art to the good of humanity. On this ground & 
therefore serious objection can be taken to the theme expanded 
by R. P. Blackmur in his article "The Shorter Poems of Thomas 
Hardy" in the Southern Review 1930 wherein he accuses Hardy 
of putting ready-made emotions into life. Nothing was farther 
from Hardy’s sincerity; this would be tantamount to making him 
the most insincere of writers whereas he is by nature sincere. 
It would likewise be equivalent to reducing his great characters 
to caricatures and annulling t i personal experience of his 
poems. As mentioned above the high point of his art in the use 

of irony is that it exalts and purifies; it could not do this 
Cl) Histeny of Enrlish Litenatune—Le^onis and Cazamian p 1290

'J*
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on any other basis' taan that of absolute sincerity
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CONCLUSION

What then are we to conclude from Thcmas Hardy and his 
preoccupation with the ironies of life? From his biography we 
find very few unfortunate circumstances in his life, some un- \ 

happiness from his first marriage being perhaps the greatest; he 
led a sheltered, academic life, free from financial difficulties• \

I
Fate seemingly dealt kindly with him, yet he devotes halfxa
century to a demonstration of "the sorrow underlying the grandest 
things and ths grandeur underlying the sorriest things!.” In his 
attempt to explain to himself the riddle of the universe and his 

. .inability to reconcile the evil and pain around him with the idea' 
of'a merciful God, he rejects dogmatic religion and even the Deity 
and sets up in his place a blind-unconscious will. Here is a firm 
believer in Evolution, in the progress of the Arts and Sciences i 

saying that the consciousness to which man has evolved does not .
seem to be a blessing, that man has evolved too fast and must
suffer as a result of the tardy evolution of the First Cause. It.I
was In this ill-timing of progress that the irony of man's position 
lies. This was what he saw, this was his reason for granting 
to man only a very Hm^ed free-will. The result of his irony 
often seems to be that man in his more advanced•consciousness is,
ironically enough at the mercy of the Unconscious Will which 
usually affects his destiny with tragic results.

He was not content to sit back comfortably and accept the
A' tproferped explanation of good and evil, kindness and suffering 

but urged on by Evolution he saw a new altruistic religion. 
Here is his own view of this new type of religion:
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"Religion is to be used in the article in its 

modern sense entirely, as being expressive of . 
nobler feelings towards humanity and emotional 
goodness and greatness, the old meaning of the 
word-ceremony, or ritual—having perished, or 
nearly." (D .

(fhis seems to be the answer to the enigma of Hardy; he
rejected Christianity and to a great .extent its phil 2 2osophy and his 
extreme limitation of Free Will seemed to offer him no midile 
course; he had to follow the swing of the pendulum over to the

(1) Rotes written January 190? quoted In Later Tears P. 121
(2) The Dynasts and the Pcst-War age.in Poetry by

Imanent Will of Tie Dynasts. This nalunaally led to his view 

of life as composed to a large extent of a series of events 
ironic controlling man's destiny and usually leading to tragedy 
because man was blindfolded by time and place. This is the core 
of philosophic irony in Thomas Hardy. To this can be traced his |
Fatalism and Pessimism. It is a direct result of the reaction I 

of his nature against a self-satisfied philosophy,
A. Chakravarty points out that Hardy launched the modern

age in poetry by his attempt to trace
"a coherent principle running through the whole 

of history through, good and evil, through different 
levels of being, In a manner that would satisfy the 
rational imagination. "He clearly shows us that 
tragedy arises because we think we are, as human 
beings, applying our consciousness to control, direct 
and even help the emergent principle of Nature, we 
are most often merely acting as blind Instruments of 
a blind Will" (2) 1 2

A. Chakravarty page 30
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This is why Hardy saw so much irony in life; he could not 
write of life either in prose or poetry end write truly of it as 
he saw it, without depicting this irony, His irony therefore is 
not a pose or'a decadency or a result of a jaundiced "fin de '
siecle"—it was life to Hardy. His evolution leads him to see 
the time when the ‘Will*  will become conscious and guide our lives 
with much more reason and less seemingly malevolent coincidence.

(1) Hardy of Wessex—Carl J. Weber

Yet in all the seeming uselessness of life that Hardy paints 
he does not say that life is therefore unimportant. He never tires 
of showing us the supreme importance of llfo to each individual, 
never tires of depicting We sadness and splendour of the actions j 

of common humankind.
"St. John Ervlne expressed what many would have 

liked to say to Hardy: ’We have learned from you 
that the proud heart can subdue the hardest fate. 
In all that you have written you have shown the 
spirit of man persisting through defeat* . For Han 
was IIardy*s  great theme". (1)

Therefore was philosophic irony, so potent in directing man's 
destiny so important to his eyes; therefore was his pessimism not 
despair.

Sven though Hardy claimed that he would not have ended
The Dynasts on the note of ’the faint hope*  if he had known in 1903 
of the Great War, this does not prove his pessimism much loss his 
despair. It would morely show his view that evolution of the 
consciousness of the’Will* was farther off than he imagined it to be 
In the last part of The Dynasts. It would prove more conclusively 
that his heart was with The Spirit of the Pities.

page 22)
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CONCLUSION

The Dyrnnts has become much more significant to us than it was

in 1908 or in 1914, Perhaps the best cure for those so anxious 

to attribute pessmism to Hardy would be for them to take a look 

at facts in this year of 1941. Indeed we feel that Hardy was 

Justified in giving the 'Will’. an eternity in which to evolve to 

consciousness. If there is underlying sorrow, pessimism, fatalism 

and blind uncorn>ciousness of the 'Wl^*  in the works of Thomas 

Hardy, as we reflect on them we mst conclude that there is also 

an overbalancing emppasis on human loyalty, hope ff hurranity, 

a sense of mn’s dignity and importance and ultmjate evolution 

which Dotree has set forth in the following admirable paragraph?

(1) ’The Dynalts’—-Bonamy Dobree—■ In Southern Review 1940

"Hut beyond these there is something that is 
impUcit in all Hartly's work, something that is 
profounder than, and lies beyond, his sense of 
irony, itself a product of love and pity. This is 
s-sissi of the dignity of man. Whither or not he 
Isthe chance outcome of the Inadvertent Mind, he 
yet has his consciousness and his courage, his 
pity and his patience, his divine capacity for 
sensation. He may be only a speck in trie Universe, 
but still he is there, providing a meaning for him
self, which even if unrelated to 'the burden and 
matery*  of creation, is in itself wooth while. 
And when all the pageantry has faded, when the 
welter and the carnage are over, when the blood 
has mooudered into dust and there is left ’only 
a ran harrowing clods, in a slow silent walk*  
in him still there will be the potencies of good 
and evil, all the ingredients for establishing a 
scale of values without which it is impposible 
for mm, as man, to live" (1)

? . . / 
y
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